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FROM YOUR PRESIDENT

FROM YOUR EDITOR

At my first
FOC committee
meeting 1 was
delighted to
hear all Lhe
glowing reports
about Lite first
edition
of
FOCUS you
had sent to the
Editor. 1 am
sure it gave*
Chris m u c h
pleasure to
know he £0: it right, also Lo Kon, G3KT/ for
his super edition of the latent Cull Book
1 hope our friends outside FOC unjuyoti the
magazine. My local dub, Torbay Amateur
Radio Society were very impressed and l v.ill
be asking far a copy for the library,
Well, spring is with us aguin here in the
UK. and time to see what the winter has
done to our antenna systems, also looking
forward to the outside events - XFD etc, and
useing a lot more of you at Washington DC
in May. Take good care.

Not Quite as
big us llie first
edition, but 1
have retained
the ha sic: for
mat, as that a
what you like.
This will be
nearer the size
or future edi
tions.
I have used
a different, style
of print, (Cen
tury Schoolbook in 12 point), changed the
paragraph Layout and used shiny paper in
an effort to make FOCUS look more profes
sional. A plain cover and the shiny paper
should help the photographs to reproduce
better.
Please Keep the contributions coming,
especially photographs of social events, if
your article hasn't appeared yet, please QRX
as I'm trying to achieve a balance in each
issue. Thank* for all your encouragement.
Please keep that corning too!

161,

Chris

Derrick
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Much to my auprise and relief, the door
llew open with Don standing there, his typi
cal big smile stretched across his face and
looking better than when 1 last saw him. He
invited me in with Jiis usuul warmth and
friendliness and before 1 even knew what
had happened, I was sitting in an armchair
with a full glass in my hand and at the same
time, trying to explain my visit,
Don listened to my every word then pro
cccdcd to tel! me the following talc. “Rod, it's
a very long and involved story. Shortly after
I retired, one of my very dear relatives
passed on ami left, a sizeable proportion of
his will to me. You will remember my faith
ih.1 Collins gear was getting quite old and
badly in nerd of repair. With these unexpec
ted available funds, l jumped at Lite chance
to totally update my station.”
"First off, l purchased one of those new
infinate-gain antilog-periodic multiband
yagis and computer controller. This incred
ible monster works on every bloody band and
the silly computer turns the array to the
maximum signal and optimum path with no
effort on my part. You probably saw it sitting
on top of my new 200ft tower when you wore
walking up to the door.*'
"Next, I shopped around and proceeded Lo
invest in the most sophisticated transceiver
on die market, the Yokobuiwa AJ930940S.
That one box with its 161 knobs, switches,
buttons and multi-coloured lights covers all
bonds l.SMhz to uhh, runs full legal power,
and needs no tuning when you change
bands. To polish off the new station, 1 bought
two computer interfaces. You undoubtedly
remember that, my two foremost goals in life
were to obtain the Augie Award and take the
Win rile every year. Well, the one computer
let me enter all the call signs and member
ship numbers of the FOC members as I'd
work diem on each band. It would than send
a command to the transceiver :o scar, the
band in turn and only lock on when it heard
u new membership number that I needed on
that particular band. One contact per band
was all that mattered to me. This incredible
interface allowed me to program automatic
replies, i.e callsign, signal report (5NN, FOG
number and 161). To keep in touch with my
old, longtime friends, I keep the computer
updated with oil the latest developments.

WE CONTROL OUR

DESTINY
by Rod F.
Hotz K5BGR
For many years,
a group of FOOers
met each ocher in
one of the local
“watering Holes”
for a friendly drink
and a social pel.
together. The dis*
cushion always carried a vast array of subjecl mutter, but ns you might expect even
tually came around to the club.
At a recent session, one of the members
made rn eat ion dial he hud not heard Don on
tiie bands for some Lime. In brief, Don had
originally obtained his licence immediately
following the war and became a member of
FOG in bis early formative years. He spent
the majority of his operating time chasing dx
or chatting to numerous FOG friends scat
tered around the world. After retirement a
few years ago, he spent even mure time on
the bands and it was not at all unusual to
hear him working one of the members or the
bands whenever one listened. As the conver
sation wore on, however, everyone suddenly
realised that none uT them had heard Don's
outstanding fist for the past six months, and
wondered why.
All agreed that tire mysterious dis
appearance should not go unchecked. “1-tod,
you dunt live too fur from him. Why don't
you drop round and see what's happened?"

Whatever it was, everyone surely hoped that
he'd not gone silent, key without word geLLing

to them. Someone would undoubtly have
heard about it had that happened.
A few days passed before I finally found
the necessary free time to drop by Don a
QTII. Walking toward Lhe front door of his
place, 1 took notes that the antennas were
still very much visable. That in itself made
me breathe easier. As 1 knocked on the door,
however, 1 was fearful I might come face to
face with a tearful widow.
2

Things 1 ik.0 the ToYoYo is back in the shop
with transmission problems, I've just repain
ted the exterior of the house, my bum right,
ankle is giving me ills on the tennis courts,
the neighbours are asking more questions
about my tower, etc/'
"Now, the second computer unit was wired
up to a printer that automatically kept my
log entries and FOC number tick sheets, by
band. You sec, Hod 1 could simply leave the
transceiver on all day and night and it would
work every FOC member I needed while J
did other things around the house and
played lots of tennis."
"After this fantastic system had been on
the air for about a month, I discovered that
I'd worked every FOC member that existed
and even rnv longtime friends were not
replying to my calls. 1 guess they didn’t psirticularly rare for the impersonal style of
operating"
"Like a brick wall caving in on me, I sud
denly realised that this new set up had
thoroughly destroyed my interest and cnlhu
smsm for radio and sadly' enough, FOC. The
challenges and friendships were gone. After
much soul searching, 1 decided to sell all the
equipment and with the money, went, on a
buying spree for every conceivable gadget on
the market to help my dear and loving wife
in the house. Since she now ha* a* much free
time as 1 do, she's taken up tennis Loo. It’s a
darn sight, more relaxing and it gets us both
outside into the fresh air. As a matter of fact
we are spending more time together than
we've done since we were dating".
About that time, Don’s wife walked into
the room and very kindly refilled both our
glasses. After a couple of hours or sc of chat
ting, 1 told Don that 1 had to get my funny
into gear. As I said my 161 to him and his
wife, 1 reiterated again how much everyone
missed hearing him on the bands.
The following week the same group of
FQCers got together as always. When I told
diem this tale, there were sad faces in all
quadrants around the table. I said. "Howe
ver, Don's going to renew his ticket every ten
years, sc just may be... just maybe, we will
hear the top notch cw id his again someday
in the future". F5ut in my own mind, remem
bering the looks on die faces of Den and his
wife, I've got my serious doubts.

HF CW WHILE MOBILE
PART I

by John R. Andrews C54PTX
1 initially got the mobile cw operation bug
from operating on the lower end of the 2
metre bund, and after several scores ur inter
esting QSOs around the L"K and into Europe
with 10 watts and a 7/S gutter mounted
whip, 1 decided to invest in o small HF rig to
see what sort of DX could be worked on those
bunds.
First attempts were not successful, mainly
due to the many variant forms of local QRM
emulating from the vehicle, particularly
when actually mobile. Crackles, hisses and
various forms of strange noise would bo
emitted from Lhe loudspeaker, coupled with
QSB, to leave me a very frustrated, operator
trying feverishly to copy an $7 signal in this
RFI '"Soup". Fortunately a local club had u
member who worked for a large company
supplying audio systems to the motor trade
and through his efforts, and much reading
and experimenting on the subject of Hr 1 sup
pression of motor vehicles, 1 eventually
cleaned up my act. From that point in time
I've managed to overcome the majority of
mobile QRM problems on each vehicle I have
owned since then.

The G-tFTXyM set-up with John in the driving seat
of his Volvo and another face visible in Lhe back?

No doubt there are those who may possibly
question one's sanity for operating in such
“dangerous” conditions, and of course judge

and jury would not toke kindly to one's acti
vities of this ilk on todays busy roads if hau
led before the courts. The vast majority of
motorists! feel quite comfortable driving’ one
handed, whilst the other hand may "fondle”
the gear stick, have a cigarette in it, or dare
I say a microphone with its "umbilical" cord
wrapped around the steering wheel. Now
that lb dangerous!
I currently use the Trio TS440S with its
optional internal ATU fitted, plus the
optional 270Hz filter which I find a must on
crowded bands when other factors prevail to
cause distractions to receiving, unlike the
relative quiet of the shack. I also operate
with permanent QSK which is so useful to
detect the guy with his AF gain turned down
and who starts to call CQ whilst you are in
the middle of a QSO!
The rig is mounted under the dashboard
on the passenger side, fixed Lo its optional
mobile bracket. In some vehicles no rigidity
exists to attach the bracket and I have
managed tn overcame this problem by fixing
a narrow steel strip across the underside of
the dashboard materials, (usually plastic). In
addition o steel tag was slipped over each of
the bracket securing bolts prior to the nuts
being tightened, After this cable lies were
inserted in the tags and run up the back of
the dashboard to a solid fixture on the bulk
head and then pulled tight,

pan, when only occasional operating is
required. Going a stage further, remote con
trol rigs, or separate VKOs, can be housed in
the rear or even the boot, QSYing is perfor
med from the smaller unit, which can usually
be housed under die dashboard with ease.
If a custom built console appears to be out
of the question then consider sitting the rig
on the front passenger scat, (assuming you
will nut bo carrying a passenger of course!).
In any case it is imperative to secure your
equipment Lo a handy anchorage point, e.g.
by utilising an elasticated roof rack lashing
kit, a.s an unsecured rig could impede your
driving in an emergency situation.
The healing and ventilation requirements
Lo the occupants of the vehicle should be
taken into account when choosing your rig
mounting location. During cold spells, when
beat is required to the floor area of the vehi
cle, this could impact upon the rig if hot air
is continuously being blown over it when in
operation. Cold air during hot spoils will of
course be beneficial to the cooling of the rig.
Incidentally, my 2 metre rig (FT480R) is also
mourned under the dashboard alongside the
HF rig, so 1 am fortunate to have ample fix
ing Space in this area without restricting the
front seal passenger.
For powering the rig 1 recommend that the
standard mobile power lead is utilised bet
ween the rig and buttery. Long leads are
supposed to be avoided, but due to the occa
sional stationary operation und not wishing
Lo impact upon battery drain, I tise extended
leads configured to run to the rear of the
vehicle to a spare heavy fluty battery housed
in a recess compartment or my estate cor,
(Volvo 740GLE). I run the power leads
within the carpet skirting panels, (opposite
side to the electrical harness running to die
rear), or alternatively under the carpet,
usually requiring seat removal to be done
properly. The spare battery is trickle charged
oft the alternator through a heavy duty
relay. I have not had any power related noise
or overheating problems from this configu
ration. A spare battery is not essential, and
on some previous vehicles 1 have obtained
my power direct from the car battery and
conducted QSOs with Lhe engine switched off
with no apparent effects on restarting the
car. An indication of battery drainage on the

Tliii interior of G4PTX/M showing Lhi: TS-t-lO un<l
the TS-lSOfi mounted under the daub

Vehicles with insufficient space under the
dashboard may have enough width along the
transmission tunnel to mount a rig verti
cally. Alternatively a custom built console
can be fitted into the front passenger floor
4

TS440, (and no doubt on other rigs), is that on each band. Additionally, the prototype
the cw note changes to a rough tone when will only achieve resonance down, to 8MHz.
transmitting, cured immediately by running These problems should be overcome when
the engine. Moat of my operating is done on the biinda are covered by two antennas and
the move so I rarely experience this problem. the weatherproofing done.
I initially used the G* Whip trihander
1 recently obtained the two new multi band
antenna fur HF with its. single centre loading antennas just prior to setting off for the Ork
coil and sliding attachments fur the LF ney and Shetland Isles. One antenna covers
bonds, ft was mounted on the rear bumper 2CV3IV40 metres and the other HVliyiSjiM?
on a special custom built bracket attached to
metres. Both
antennas wor
the tow bar. It worked well but 1 was con*
ked well with
cions of its height and the possible effects of
l)X plus con
the car body absorbing anchor reflecting
some of the radiating RF. I decided to erect
siderable local
activity. Un
the antenna either on the gutter or to my
fortunately,
integral roof rack, which made an excel lent
mounting platform. Whilst the Lribandcr
Murphy was
itself would mount reasonably well on a
around and
standard mounting bracket, I found chat,
m v TS4 4 0
with the coil and whip attached, additional
developed a
strengthening was required for regular high
fault causing
speed driving cm motorways.
operation on
A few years ago G-Whip brought out a new
40 metres on
range of lightweight base; loaded monoband
QRP only.
antennas from 160 through to 10 metres (GP
This was a
series). I purchased the 20 and SO metre
pity as 1 had
antennas and although they worked, particu
intended 40
larly the 20 metre one, the? SO metre antenna
metres to be
was 3 to 6 S points down on the trihander
the main band
version. By chance I happened to have a
of operation
QSO with G4YYY who 1 learnt was manufac
on my via it.
turing CB and amuLeur antennas on a small
I
know
scale. Shortly after this QSO I was in posses
Stan, G3LQI,
sion of the first variant of the Navy Special
uses the Gantenna series. I was extremely pleased with
Whip triban
the structure and peforniance of these anten
der on his
nas. Unfortunately they disappeared off the
narrow boat
market when the Mk.2 variant was develo
12 3
4 6 6 7 8 and John,
ped. I have a number of Lhe original version The arit.rr.nnn nned by C4PTX/M G3BEX like
antennas, plus numerous "‘reject" spares,
(jmn! ond i>r article* far dctnilit) wise on his
which I still utilise today.
earavunette,
Time has moved on and the Mk.fl is the both radiating very good signals. The Hust
model currently available, being monnband ler is a leading contender in the mobile
antennas. 1 believe two new multi band antenna market and I've worked manv
variants covering 4fV'fKV20 metres and 17/LV mobiles in Europe and across the “pond”
1^10 metres have been developed. 1 have using this antenna. However, an 8 feet
been using a prototype of these antennas, mobile antenna is not for me!
(one antenna supposedly covering 40
My current vehicle has the antennas
through to 10 metres), for several weeks and mounted on the gutter with the coax feeder
it has been working well. Unfortunately the running along the gutter, down die drainage
prototype lacks weatherproofing and since channel at the sides of the windscreen to the
the odd shower or two l have had difficulty front door pillars and door hinge mechanism.
in turning Lite spindle to achieve resonance It is cable tied Lo prevent it coming into con#

tact with the door hinge and then fed into a
water tight grommet. The drainage channel
is very sliffely sprung thereby helping to
retain the coax, yet leaving sufficient space
for rainwater to clear. A small water drip
loop is made prior to accessing the grommet
as water invariably travels down the coax
from the gutter drainage system.
Inside the vehicle the coax is fed under the
carpet to the back of the dashboard at the
rear of the rig, and providing two antenna
mounting positions. I have experimented
with four antenna mounting positions, (three
I IF and one VHF) with a switching system
suitably located under the dashboard and
easily access able Ln order to QSY rapidly on
the move. However, [ considered this to be
somewhat over the top and have now rever
ted to a one HF and one VHF antenna con
figuration. Mind you with die domestic car
aerial and “yuppie" phone aerial for busi
ness, the appearance is still “ott".
Whichever antenna one uses and wherever
it is located, it is essential hi achieve and
maintain good bonding between the antenna
mount and the vehicle body at all times.
During die summer months I curry a Lrap
dipole, (covering KJ to 160 metres), which I
have used when out and about with the fam
ily. With the aid of a catapult, a heavy nut
arid twine is fired over trees, a nylon rope
attached und a very efficient antenna can
soon he erected for portable operation. 1 have
yet to try a long wire supported by a kite,
buL on© dav!
In the second part of this article I will
describe the paddle, loudspeaker, security,
rfi problems and some operating techniques.
As the antenna is very important- there fol
lows a description of die antennas shown in
the photograph on page 5:1. Centre loading eoil/Ude&copie whip sec
tion of a G-Whip tribander anccnna which
connects to die top of antenna 2.
2. Helical 10m base section of the G-Whip
tribander. Gutter or bumper mounted. In
conjunction with antennas 1 and3 coverage
of all 1 IF bonds is possible.
3. Helical l,y2Qm extension section of the
G-Whip tribander. Slots in the 10m base
section of antenna 2. 15 or 20m is selected
by utilising tile slider tube to connect or dis
connect the 20m top section.

•1. Base loaded coik’telescopic whip. Simi
lar co antenna 1 but connects direct to
50239 gutter mount. This is die G-Whip GP
series. Coils available for all die I IF bands.
Tne antenna shown is for 16fJm.
5. Mkl Navy Special, monobander, base
loaded coil und adjusting whip. Connects
direct to S0239 gutter mount.
6. Mk2 Navy Special base loaded coil and
adjusting whip. Connects directly to S0239
gutter mount. Monob under. These antennas
were available either ready made or as a self
wind option. The one shown is for 80m.
7. VHF 2m 7/8 whip to ilusLrate uompurisnn of sizes,
8. Mk.3 Navy Special. Base loaded coil(s)
and adjusting whip. Connects to SQ239 gutter mount. Is multiband and has two
variants; one covers 40, 30 and 20m and die
other 17, 15 und 12m plus 10m if un uLu is
used. Hand selection is by adjusting the
stem in/out of the coil, where slip rings are
utilised to notch on to die relevant coil.
Psrt If of tlohn *s article will bo pub
lished in FOCUS No, S

KEYF.R WEIGHTING
by Al Kahn K4FW
Tony WIOT, had an interesting note on
keyer weighting (FOCUS No. 1). Correct
weighting is most important for clean copy
and is much overlooked. The three to one
ratio, dit and space being equal und diree
dits equal to a dash, is the classical ratio,
and is about right for 15-18 w.p.m.
We ran a test one aftemon with a small
group of good operators. After listening to
cw from 12 to 40 w.p.m. with weighting set
from +20% to -20% from die 3:1 standard, we
agreed on the following settings:-

Relow 18 w.p.m. odd 10% and above 25
w.p.m. subtract 10%. This can bo done
easily by using an ohmeter across the kever
terminals. Sending dits, the meter will read
half scale. It is dien easy to add or subtract
10% depending on your usual speed.
Too much weighting at high speeds runs
characters to go di or, and too Little at low
speeds makes it sound choppy.
0

*

PA3CCF
VK3XB
N2DAN
17ALE
VP2MT
RA3flP9VN
G3JHF
PA3BT11

1989 WINDLE TROPHY
by Steve Wilson G3VMW
•

Results

K4KQ
G3GFG
W3VT
W2LZX
G3AZ
N5VV
VK4XA
K4FU
DL1RK
G3L1K
WA4SNI
Go IY
N3JT
W6DU
W3VSK
SMOCCE
SM6AOU
W4DHZ
K4RAI
GOCMM
K4I1
F3AT
W6TZD
J A1 NUT
OY3QN
K6DC
G3LCG
G38XW
N4UB
N5TP
K1.7PJ
W1N V
EASAB
PAOLO U
G6CJ
DI.6TQ
W4IF
ZF6XDW
W1 Id.
G3VMW
W9GW
G3HZL
GW3SYL
K9BG
G3CHN
G2FDF

417
399
398
390
384
382
372
358
357
350
346
335
333
319
312
310
304
303
292
290
237
283
280
235
234
279
273
273
272
267
265
257
253
248
243
242
239
234
233
230
227
220
219
219
217
215

G6HD
VK3KS
G3SWH
G3FIU
W1D1H
OK1GT
VOIAW
DJOOS
N6EA
G3LTV
G3PDL
W2GW
GM3AWF
DL8CM
G3AAQ
GW3HCL
OZ1LO
G4D>IX
I6BQI
PA0DIN
DL7AKC
G4BIJE
W1HT
F7IIB9BFQ
l JV3FI,
G3JZV
G3CFG
G3LHJ
LA 1IE
G3DOJ
W1H ty5
VS6UO
W4DGJ
G4UP8
K2LE
GW3SB
N4XR
W1FJ
K1MEM
GM3GNM
VK6RU
WB4CSK
ZL1AH
W9NN
G30XC
W3TV/4

195
195
191
192
192
190
189
187
186
181
180
176
172
171
169
168
168
167
166
166
164
164
164
161
160
159
156
156
156
155
154
151
150
146
144
142
141
125
124
123
123
118
113
113
10S
102

214
212
207
205
205
204
204
203

W1 AX
G3LQI
ZL1AXM
SM5AHK
OH2BDP
G3JUL
VE7NH

94
87
74
71
59
41
30

Chock logy received from K9QVB, WL7E
and Y03CD.
Chasing points for the tiill Windie Trophy

continues to be a popular pastime amongst
FOC members and once again it was very
gratifying to receive masses of Windle logs
during the start of 1990 - please do keep up
the good work! I received a total of 110 legs
for the 1989 Windle Trophy, a useful in
crease over last year of about 11%. During
1989. we operated on more uf the available
bands, with many QSOs on the new WARC
bands, and particularly on a very good
28MHz. 50 MHz also featured in several logs
- FOCera turn up everywhere! We had a lar
ger percentage of our total membership
active during the year with only a few
notable absentees. This is good news for an
active cw club.
• The Winners
Chuck Bolvin, K4KQ
takes the 1989 Rill
Windle Trophy with a
fine year of activity
from his Florida QTH.
Congratulations to
Chuck on finding 417
members to work. It
was good to hear that
big signal arid distinc
tive fist ir. action dig
ging out the rare ones.
Top scoring U.K.
station, once again, is
Don Payne, G3GFG
and as one of our must
active members, he
misses very little. It
was close, but Don
found just one extra
member to outgun
W3VT for second place.
Hurricane Hugo
7

couldn't prevent Boh
Cheek, W3VT from tak
ing a creditable third
spot on the list. W3VT
seemed to be on every
band that 1 operated,
working 398 members.
Bob's immaculate cw
was matched with an
equally immaculate log.
A special mention to Russ Coleston,
VK4XA who worked 372 members from down
under. Russ was my “most heard" VK last
year and considering the distances involved,
finding so many members represents a fan
tastic effort - nice work Russ !
• Soapbox
L"ve not drawn the wooden spoon this year,
but 1 was trying to improve mv score (which
I didn't!) - DJOOS.
I am handicapped by having an impossible
neighbour with a TV! problem. I get on most
evenings, hut. not. until late when most of the
gang have gone to bed. There is not much
doing on 20m this time of year, so I stick on
80m mainly. There are a few regular night
owls always ready ter a natter - G3DQJ.
Not us good us last year, but some of the
new boys have been elusive to say the least.
As usual it has been great fun and it has
been great to chat with old friends - G31Y.
Conditions, as expected, improved and 1
was able to equal my 1988 score bv the 11th
of May, so I thought I was doing well. Howe
ver, it took me a further 7 months to find
another 62 members! - G3LCG.
During Christmas week l had one of those
"spout" tornados around my lot. No damage
to the house buL my 50ft mast crumpled
down. ! had to work hard to get on the air
again - now have a voc up about 30ft which
works fairly well - G6GJ.
1 operated on most days during the year
but because of health problems, l do not
often go on after mid-afternoon. This means
that I missed all the people who only operate
during the evenings. I was active on 9 bands
and there were very few members whom I
heard but did not work - GW3SB.
1 will try to join this enjoyable event again
this year. 1 am always grinding for U.K.
stations which are the most difficult for me
to work from here - JAt NUT.

First time I have calculated and sent in a
Windlc score, t was estimating that I hud
made about 150 at die most before starting
to count them, so it turned out a little better.
It could have been better if 1 did not also
want to chase multiband DX and work con•
teste - 0211.0.
More members worked on the WARC
bonds and I even worked a few nn 6m with
my 3 Watts - PAOLOU.
I’ve been off Lhe air with a minor stroke
which put me on the very QSD and QRS list
but better now. 1 am mainly on the WARC
bands because die situation is much easier
there than on the old bands - SM5AI1K.
Had hoped for more activity and l have
still many members not yet hoard, I have
great respect for the members who worked
over 400 in 1989 - SM6AOU,
We tried hard, but this is all we heard in
tine South. There are 15 new members whom
we have never heard - VK3KSWK3XB.
In accepting FOC membership (as I under
stand in the invitation letter) - the nominee
agreed to be active and QRV on several
bands. I have compiled a list of 16 members
whom I have never heard or worked and I
trust that these members are all well and to
some degree active. 1 shall continue looking
for them W2LZX.
I was hoping Lo reach 400, but Hurricane
Hugo and associated problems put a few
obstacles in Lhe way! - W3VT.
I don’t think my 74 year old ears will take
another year of fighting the QRM and QRN
in the “Windle” hunt! However, it was fun
digging for some of those "missing" members.
It was frustrating to miss a QSO with some
heard only in pile-ups calling a rare DX
station or just us they went QRT (ami were
never heard again!) Here’s a few interesting
statistics: of the 26 UK members "missing",
15 were missed in 718. Of the 15 W/K mem
bers missed this year - 9 of the same were
missed in 7>8. 35 "DX" members got away 23 of those escaped in '88! - K1KQ.
I enjoy the chase for Windle points, mainly
because it brings out some members who
aren't otherwise active. The real joy of it is
Lhe good rag chews which ensue; there's cer
tainly not much accomplished in a quick
number exchange but fortunately those are
the exception and not the rule - W6DU.
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weather helped
to make it a
successful trip.
A surprise was
a crystal kiwi,
presented by
Zi’^lRr.oi
IsUrw Maire to lhe
overseas lady.
Mud Dinner
Saturday
evening came
Lhe d i n n e r
TU* w is F O C
with a wisely
chosen menu.
PffrpPSili L P IA1 //a: sonJ
7t3G<? The meal and
service were
ResppssE lou D J. ftrtrirews excellent, the
company in
&3MXI
vigorating and
the jaw-jaw
continuous an ideal recipe
/*&■- 1<. 3^
for a wonderful
j-ijt (■g
evening.
Two
members and
their XYLs sat
down - this being 100% turnout for the South
Island members.
Peter, ZL3GQ, proposed the coast to FOC
and Den. G3MXJ replied. Peter then pro
posed a further toast to overseas members
and absent friends. Den replied, referring to
his recent travels to VS6, VK and ZL.
From all comments. South Island was a
great visit and every member who was able
to join in, really hod a most enjoyable time.
Ask all those who attended - but, better still,
be there next year!

My Windle list for 1983 is notable for the
luck of any Q80s with many of Lhe gang.
I lowover, I suspect that because1 of the groat
conditions on 10m that this is one of my best
efforts. Alas, stall no sign of my three missing
Augie's: G3JJZ, G3L2E and G3SGX W6TZD.
A rather meagre effort! A major heart
attack, incarceration in Lhe cardiac critical
care unit of the local hospital, followed by a
period of rehabilitation. Sale of the house,
followed by searching out a new home, fol
lowing by moving in and getting re-establ
ished. A sick transceiver which ended up
being longer in the hands of the dealer than
it did with me. These arc some of the miti
gating factors! - ZL1AXM.
I had 12,516 QSOs during 1989, and out of
tit at number got almost half the FOC mem
bership. Perhaps if 1 were located in Europe
or North America the number would have
been a bit higher - ZF6XDW.
• And Finally
There are always lots of comments from
people who feel that winning the Windlc
Trophy is an impossibility because only
"retired" members can put in the hours
needed to woi-k 4001 members. 1 have to
agree that this is probably true, however, as
someone who still has to work at least five
days a week, 1 still enjoy the chase, the
QSOs, the carnraderie • I know I'm not going
to win [anything but l do have fun!

THE NEW ZEALAND
(SOUTH ISLAND)
MINI-DINNER 1990

ERRARL5 HUMANUM EST
Part 2

by Anne Andrews G3MXJ/2

By I- rancisco Grunbcrg YOdPX
Nature smiled on the First New Zealand
(South Island) Mini-Dinner as the two mem
bers and Lheir ladies assembled in pictures
• The Revenger
que Queenstown in perfect weather. Hosted
He is torttired by a feeling of frustration,
by Peter, ZL3GQ, with Mai re in support, all
by a real inferiority complex. lie hasn't
members stayed at the Arrowtown Motel.
During tiie morning an air flight to Milford learnt to be a good loser, lhe net control
Sound and a boat trip around the Ijord wras didn't pick him up first., the DX station didn't
enjoyed by a full compliment of members and hear him or maybe there was some QFM
overseas passengers. No doubt, the nice when he made his call lessening his chances
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of getting through over others. Well, that is
enough for the Revenger; he will switch his
transceiver to the tune position and pul uuL
un endless carrier on Lhe frequency, piercing
like an incandescent nail the ears and brains
of those listening who are trying to dig out
the weak signals of the DX station with their
AF und RF levels at maximum.
The Revenger used to thrust his microphone into the tan, or to scrub it in front uf
various things which generate unpleasant
noises. It has been noticed that there are
even cases of Revengers who are music
lovers, they are the ones who play piano
music on Lhe DXpedition frequencies!
If you failed to answer the call from the
Revenger because you wished to work DX,
even though you have clearly mentioned
this, and go back to a DX sLutiun calling you,
the Revenger waits for you to finish. If he
wants to work that UA9 you have just fin
ished with and you do not give up the fre
quency which you have occupied for the lasl
hour, the heavy artillery is immediately
thrown into the fight. With his linear pushed
beyond ita limits and his beam turned in
your direction, Lite Revenger ruthlessly sends
a series off dots and dashes or CQ calls, cal
culated to cover your listening periods with
his transmission. In his rage moments, the
Revenger is completely irrational. Any dia
logue with him is useless. The only solution
is to QSY to another frequency, mode or bet
ter still, to another band.
• The Aggressive
In many respects he is related to Lhe
Revenger, having an impulse to repression in
common with him, but with the difference
tiiaL his attacks are from the front and not
hidden under the mask of CQs and noises.
But, nerverthelcss, he is not pushing his sin
cerity to the degree that he always gives his
call sign.
The Agressive works with high power, but
unfortunately he doesn’t know how to use it
very successfully, lie calls desperately, for
him the pile up> is a matter of life and death,
where all the laws of common sense can be
trodden under feet. If there happen to be
other well equipped operators on the fre
qucncy who dure to compete with him, he
will feel hurt. Mis reputation and his honour
are endangered, and he will try to defend it
¥
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his way. Throwing the masque of a civilised
man, the Agressive is splashing the competi
tors with abuse. Polyglot in his Held, he
knows how to offend each of them in their
mother tongue und without hesitation to in
dulge in chauvinist outbursts. He is relying
on the fact that the last word will be his
because nobody will degrade themself to
reply to him in the same manner,
0 The Super 1>X Man
He is endowed with the most sophisticated
equipment; his linear amplifier and anten
nas are made to special request and to
satisfy his preLensions. He usually lives in
desert areas so he can surround his house
with a thicket of towers and antenna sys
tems, which are not far below those uT a
broadcasting station.
As he has got nothing more to achieve on
the higher bands, he indulges in £0 and 160
metres, stretching many thousands of motors
of wire in all possible directions. He gives 59
+ HO dB signal reports to stations situated in
the antipodes which aren't even heard by
other amateurs on the band. His signals are
bonding the needle of S meters and he is
breaking the hugest or pile ups, working the
DX Station on his first call. He doesn’t ever,
trouble to give his call sign as it’s enough
when he says "Hello Jacky”, and Jucky, who
is on an uninhabited island in the middle of
the Pacific, recognises his voice immediately.
The Super DX man has been on the
Honour Roll for ages and has worked every
thing that is workable. He doesn't like to
chat with amateurs other than other Super
1 )X men of his size, and if someone else does
cull him he seems to have corks in his ears!
He ceaselessly wonders how others can have
the patience to stay in nets for long hours to
work a single DX station, as ho makes the
boasL that not one of his 360 countries have
been worked with the help of anyone.
It seems that lhe Super DX man cannot
realise anymore that there are people who
are struggling to work with 10 watts,
stretching out antennas each night because
they haven't got permission to put up a poor
ground plane on the roof of their flat. lie
only really becomes annoying when he stops
to ask the operator of a DXpedition, "What's
new on Kingman Reef?" or "How is the
weather on Peter Island to-dav?"

• The Lid
This is the name given to the amateur
whose working methods leave much to be
desired. The Lids are very numerous and
they usually originate from those amateurs
who got their licences without too much trou*
b'Je, and who did not bother to go through a
learning process before operating on the air.
The Lid is the one who never understands
what is happening, the one who is tuning up
for long periods on the frequency of a DX
station, not because he wants to disturb any
body, but because he doesn't know that he
should ensure the frequency is clear first*
The Lid doesn't listen before he starta a
CQ call, giving the impression that he
■doesn't have a receiver, because he doesn't
hejir the requests to QSY from the people be
disturbs, or the signals of the weak DX
station on the same frequency, He starts to
cull the DX station on his transmitting fre
quency, despite the DX station stating in
vain that he is listening up. This is because
the Lid doesn't know what "up" moans. The
Liu calls the DX station when he comes back
to someone else, or even when the DX station
is actually transmitting. If Lhe DX station
catches a suffix only and states he is only
listening for that station, you can be sure
thot. some Lida will call, even though their
calls are not even similar U> the suffix called
by the DX station.
The Lid continues to call the DX station,
even when the DX station comes back to
him, because he doesn't, realise it! When he
eventually understands he will ask the DX
station to repeat his call sign several times
as he will not have copied the call sign of the
DX station. Then he wants all the other
details as he has not heard when Lhe DX
station repeated them periodically.
The European Lid answers the ‘'CQ DX"
calls from other European stations because
he doesn't know what DX means. On cw the
Lid sends much faster than he is able to
read, causing the other station to send his
name and QTH several times instead of just
asking him to QRS. The Lid transmits on
one frequency and listens on another, not,
like the DX station, to keep his transmitting
frequency clear, but because he doesn't real
ise his clarifier has to be switched off.
'Die Lid will also call you when you ore
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calling in a pile up, and worse still, will start
Lhe contact without waiting to see if you
have come bock to him, or will end it without
knowing whether you have logged him or
not. He confuses YO with YA and
ilucJfarest with Budapest, 'lhe Lid is able
to send CQ 25 times and his call sign only
once. The inventiveness of the Lid, in that he
does everything upside down, is unconceiv
able and inexcusable.
There, we'll stop tills enumeration trying
to discern the reason why there are so many
Lida on the amateur bands. Because we are
pretty sure that the large majority of all
those amaleurs branded with the term
"European behaviour"' are not tine Revengers
or the Aggressive* but the Lids.
1b it, human nature to make mistakes? Of
course it is, especially if the man has not
learnt what he should have done. It there
fore begs the question why the European
novice does not learn about procedures on
the air before be starts using his new call
sign. After passing Lie examination, both
electronic theory and cw, he shouldn’t be left
to his own devices to find out about pro
cedures on Lhe air, He should be advised that
he should initially listen for 90% uf Lhe time
to avoid finding himself suddenly in the mid
dle of a crowded amateur band exposing
himself to the risk, unintentionally, of the
shame and reputation or the Lid.
Nowdays we cannot pretend that the new
amateur spends very long as a $WL before
getting on the air. Such a period of time has
proved to be the beat school in the mutter. In
addition, they should have had the number
one rule of DXers stamped on their new
Licence -- listen, listen, listen!
Her/ wrote the above article prior to the
recent political changes in Rumania. Ho
since sags 'As an artie/e writer ice had to
fight with the censorship„ and this is
another piague which hopefuiiy wiii he
completely dim in ated from our life. They
suggested the elimination of ...(sentence
in italics above). 1 would be very grateful
ifyou would put this sentence hack in, as
it would symbolise a smaif victory for me
over the absurdity of the ancient regime,
/in e ver so pleased to oblige Her/.

FOCUS CROSSWORD PUZZLE NO.2
by Chas Henry VE3DXR

].
2.
3.
4.
f>.
8.
9.

DOWN
I used to motor waves with --his typo.
Terror or the novice to bo.
Peak that grid-dip that final.
Go computer go.
Capacity depends on this.
My sine.
Equipment should bo.

ANSWIiR TO FOCUS
CROSSWORD NO. 1

ACROSS
Sidelobes and beamwidths depend on it.
No - thia country does
not make calculators.
Can be automatic look
see.
Where a G lives.
Country gives it the
boot.
Oscilloscope addition.
Maker of holy tilings
especially chassis.
Thankyou.
Fish catching meeting
place.
Show what took place
Tins country
kd inis remnved the head of state
from the poem,
1 lulf of 19 down fluct
jilting madly gives dx

12, Constant time in reverse.
14. Old abbreviation for speech
transmission.
17. Conditions are often...
19. Radio - to u degree.
21. I nformation transfer - but no rig.
Answers in FOCUS Mo. 3.
Congratulations to G4BJM who was the
first to send in an ah correct answer to
FOCUS crossword No.l. Congratulations
also to ZLLAXM who sent in the nearest cor
rect answer from overseas, l shall he send
ing both Fraser and Ken a small prize. I
must also mention GRRWL who also sent in
on ail correct answer. Dick used VI IF packet
to send his answers to me!
Please let me know if you wish the cross
word to continue. I have four more puzzles
that Chas has compiled. Do you prefer com
piling crossword puzzles more than complex
ing them? if so, then challenge your follow
members to an FOC or amateur radio orien
tated puzzle.
G4BUE
Rest of I uck.
Chris

QRV THF GAMBIA
By Stan Crabtree G30XC
Being enthralled by Roger, G3SXW*s
enlightening article in Radcom [ realised
that the Gambia was for met Nearly thirty
years ago 1 had undertaker, a similar exerc
ise (in company with John G3FBN) to then
VQ4 land. Apart from three sessions as
GB2B11 offshore I had since been confined to
the status of common or garden “G". Hero
was a chance to change all that.
1 arrived at C53G8’s guest house at 8pm
osi the Friday evening Looking forward to six
days of operating. The arrival was hardly
encouraging. It was dark and our hosts met
the bus flourishing torches and candles there was a power cut!
Travelling on the same bus was Marcel,
ON4QM who had The same ideas as myself
albeit, with on SSB slant. After n delighful
candlelight dinner we adjourned to the pateo
for a chat until it- was time to retire. 1 fe.t
Like Christopher Robin, sneaking off to bed
with my candle!
The next morning we spent our time get
ting the station ready. Our hosts had only
just returned from an unexpected visit To die
UK and tilings had got behind schedule; the
decoration, and flooring were still being fini?hod off. CoJG’S busied himself fixing up the
opertiling Table while Marcel and 1 concen
trated on routing the TH3 feeder and rotator
cables. We also managed to erecL an 80
metre dipole, left behind by G3TXF and
G3SXYV, by supporting the feed point from
die top of the tower,
The power came on at 1430 which was use
ful because I had arranged a shedule for
1500. G3USX was the only one to turn up on
21075. I moved to 28MHz and stayed there
until it was time for dinner.
I hud decided that I wasn't even going to
try and match C38XW/G3TXF's very im
pressive QSO score. I just wanted a few good
"runs" and the opportunity to spend the rest
of the time in the sun. This was just as well
os power cuts severely restricted our ope
ration. In fact or. the following Tuesday and
Wednesday 1 managed a total of only 44 con
tacts. My best day was Monday with 474

QSOs, the power being available far around
half the day.
The transceiver was an FTlOlZD which
performed well. When it became apparent
that unexpected power cuts were to be the
norm, our host, produced an F1707 and a
large 12 volt battery. Unfortunately diis pro
duced only a series of riots when a jack was
inserted in the kev socket, and we had no
handbook. The extra set was however useful
as Marcel was able to operate SSB on the
battery, (even by candlelight), which allowed
me some extra time on rw when the power
was on.
I soon got into the rythm of things arid
memories of my VQ4 days flooded back. I
was also enlightened as to the approach l
will he Lnkmg from my home QTH when I
get it finally established. At llie DX end 1
found ic useless to use the “cw narrow’’ posi
tion. A half copied call sign could be com
pletely obliterated by a more powerful signal;
trying to retune lost Them both. It was better
to take die pile-up on "wide" and let the
brain do the sorting out. An additional bene
fit. of the “wide” position was the chance or
copying a caller just outside the rest of the
bunch and being able to peak him with the
clarifier.
Manners were exemplary. No consistent,
bland calling where it seems doubtful
whether the station can reallly bear you at
ail. Everyone was a perfect gentleman or
woman. At times the good manners were irri
tatingly restrictive and caused bold ups.
After clearing a QSO with TIJ or SU the
blurb of noise that represented umpteen cal
lers would reappear and then gradually fade
away as they awaited a response.
Occasionally I didn't manage Lo get a com
plete call sign usually because a louder sig
nal came on top of the one I had selected and
was writing down. So 1 would wait. Ana they
would wait. 1 would pray for a single, weak
call sign to come up but everyone was so
polite. They were waiting their turn to see
who was selected. Eventually a simple “I Ml
would reintroduce the mass of noise and a
readable callsign would be picked out. As a
contrast there was the odd caller who was a
little too impatient. You had just written
down the call and were about to reply when
he started his call again - and you had to

wait it out - infuriating if it. was made up of
a long string. Occasionally 1 wondered, if
these fellows thought I hud someone else
handling the log.
One technique which was prevalent in the
fifties was tail ending, (transmitting a call
sign before the end of the current QSO).
Maybe it is considered bad manners but 1
was glad to respond to the occasional station
that adopted this method, (usually a UB5!).
It can considerably increase the throughput
of QSOs in a given time.
One habit did tiirow me for u moment and fortunately it only happpened once. The
three letters “AQX" were transmitted. What
was this? Had a commercial inadvertantly
floundered into the pile-up? I ignored it at
first, but it was loud and consistent. Even
tually I tried “A0X 599" and was irritated to
hear “DE 12AOX 599”. 1 suppose thin, may be
considered slick but it meant l had to repeat
his complete call sign to make sure he real
ised I hud copied it, AH time wasting. Per
haps 1 have tondaneies to be a purist?
I was of course able to experience ut first
hand the trials of file DX man operating in
the tropica. Most of the time it was very, very
hot. At one stage I was clad only in shorts,
with my elbow- resting on a towel to absorb
the sweat and becoming increasingly
annoyed when my fingers kept slipping off
the polished Vibrokeyer paddle. To add to
this, the sweat from my forehead was run
ning over my eyes and causing my glasses to
Steam up with condensation! Then there are
the hazards of local wild life. For a time I
found myself apprehensively watching u
large red unt poised on the VOX control and
wondering how long it. would take him to
reach the audio gain knob which f knew I
might soon be touching!
One di&appointment was tho complete lock
of signals on 40 or 80 metres. This was to be
expected through the day but I remembered
from VQ4 days how the searching for a win
dow of a few KHz on 40, and a single call
could produce a String of QSOs from Europe.
But this time there was nothing ■ not even
atmospherics. However, mentioning this to
Roger since the event, it seems possible the
transceiver could have been ty's on these
bands, especially as G3SXW worked 9Q5DX
on 40 ut around 2200z on one of the nights I

was active. I “think" I confirmed the con
ditions by using the KI707 but it seems un
likely this state could have been localised to
this extent.
However, the I IF bands more titan made
up for it. On the 5th November, 250 stations
were worked on 14MHz bet-wean 0240 and
OBOOz. I had promised myself there would be
no all night sessions but with the power
situation as it was, I realised 1 needed to
make the most of Lhe valuable operating
time. I must reassure anyone contemplating
this trip that although power cuts will in
evitably occur, it is unlikely they wall be of
the length I experienced. It just so happens
that the Danish installers had reached a cri
tical stage in connecting up new plant to the
local grid. A stand by diesai generator is also
tn be installed at the radio guest house in
the next few weeks.
There was little FOG activity heard on 025
and r.o responses to my occasional CQ FOC
calls. 1 called a few individual stations for
QSOs but tins was often embarrassing as it
meant further FOC stations would call me
on completion. I hope Rod, GM3YTS will for
give me for annexing his 28028 channel on
the 4th! I mimaged to work 9 members for
the first time, make the fifth band with half
a dozen others and complete 6 bands with
G3XRX and G4QEC. All together, 72 FOC
members were contacted. One of the
strongest was undoubtahly G3MXJ, who
pounded in with a true “599 plus" signal on
28MHz at 09302 on my last day, completely
obliterating the mass of Europeans calling at
around 569.
A surprise after doing u log analysis was
the number of stations worked more titan
once. Is this uneertainity or a touch of arro
gance? Foremost was an OH5 who appears
in my log no less Ilian seven times. Towards
the end o: the period his call was very fam
iliar but I couldn't challenge him, as at die
time 1 felt perha]is his earlier calls had been
on another band.
In all 1503 QSOs were made over the six
days, fairly evenly divided between 14, 21
and 28Mf Iz. Best l)X was a string of JA’s;
rarest probably 9Q5DX and 5U7QL where l
turned lhe beam east and joined their pileups. Only 56 G stations were contacted; 5
CM, 3 GW and a single GI.

AN INTRODUCTION TO
PACKET

WHAT’S HAPPENING?
by Chris Page CJ4BUE
I set out. below some of the captions you
scnl in to the photographs shown on page 40
of FOCUS No.l. I leave you to judge who
the winner should be.
A dog should
keep his friend
ship in constant
repair, (GOCMM).
Al; 'OK it’s a
deal. I'll buy the
steak and you dig
up his ground sys
tem just before OQ
WW, (G3RWL).
K Ion dyke (dog): ’I could have told diem
til at merging the FOC Dinner with Crufts
wouldn't work! (ZL1AXM).
Colin:
'What
a
quaint old
custom, you
m cam
everyone
goes to the
Cran d Ol d
Opry like
this?" (GOCMM).
Cop: 'No Colin, you drive it from the other
end', (G3RWL).
Colin: "Yes Officer! I've always favoured
the outboard mode for mobile." (ZL1AXM).
This picture of G3MXJ was taken in a
park in Boston, MA a few days after Dan
bury in 1987. Send your captions to G4BUR,
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by John Bell
GOCMM
I'm told that in
large corporations
key members of
staff have their
own electronic
mailboxes. This
enables them to
communicate when telephones arc incon
venient due to personnel non-attendance or
when information is difficult to impart by
the spoken, word, or even when different
time zones are involved. We ure members of
a club of five hundred members spread
worldwide, and therefore I Teel the above
applies to us. I’m sure that a message liundling system would be useful tor leaving infor
mation for our friends. We could set up
skeds, inform others about our activity from
dx spots, input to the Editor of the News
Sheet or FOCUS (without the need for him
to re-type it), and generally exchange club
information. An almost worldwide network
already exists and it's called Packet Radio.
Packet radio is a unique digital message
handling system, it is micro-based with mail
boxes or "bulletin boards” in meyst parts of
the world. Mailboxes are run by "Systems
Operators” or SysOps, who arc volunteers
running their equipment permanently un
line day and night for the benefit of other
amateurs, Packet can be run on most bands,
but to run a personal message system it is
only required to run relatively low power on
2 metres. Most packet messages are instiga
ted and terminated on 144.650MHz. From
small beginnings on 2 metres it is possible to
send a message anywhere in the world,
assuming that the country and station of
destination is equipped to handle the mode.
I use a primitive loft on term a which gets
me into my local mailbox in Cheshire. It. is
not a requirement that ‘die sender should
know about the routing of messages since
the whole system is automatic. Only the local

mailbox of the recipient needs to be known,
in my case GB7NWP,
HF is another story and not within the
scope of this article. The "purest" packeleers
conduct their DXing on a one to one basis
and don’t believe in mailboxes, J prefer cw
fur that but do see the potential in a mailbox
system for FOC. There is also a sport known
as “digipeating" which is a method by which
normal VHF range can be extended using up
to eight other stations as stepping stones. By
lliis method mail can be left for, or you car.
converse with a station who would be nor
mally out of range. Foot operators in more
remote parts it can be the only way to access
a mailbox. All equipment is capable of digipeating, and although the facility can be
switched off, it. is considered proper to allow
others to digipeat through you.
To use packet os a mailbox system a 2
metre KM transciever is the only radio
requirement. Messages sent for dx destina
tions will eventually end up on HF being
directed to an HF “gateway**, run by another
volunteer who dedicates his station to hand
ling DX messages. Large countries like the
USA or Australia use HK links for forward
ing mail internally, but in smaller countries
like ‘hose in Europe it is forwarded on VHF.
To ZS, VK, and ZL it is sent via satellite.
Obviously a certain amount of equipment
]s required, basically otily throe items. The
first is a 2 metre FM transceiver with a sin
gle channel (144.{>50Mhz). The second is a
"terminal node controller” or TNC. The TNC
is llie heart of Lhc system containing all the
brainpower to digitize and packetise the in
formation. The tliird is either a dumb com
puter terminal or computer with a suitable
program, consisting of a keyboard and moni
tor to read from and talk to the TNC.
It would be dangerous for me to write
further about equipment since there are
many ways of cooking an egg. There is no
"beginners guide to packet" yet, so I advise
getting die help of an established packetccr,
perhaps one who wonts to learn rw! Mes
sages can be printed anchor saved onto disk.
1 do not have the equipment to do that but
have a friend across the village, (my packetmentor), to whom 1 can re-address messages
which he can print or save for me.
In the early stages some time was taken to
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set the system up and to get myself onto the
learning curve. However, as time goes by
and the learning curve does go up, you soon
come to realise just whut packet can do. I
have made arrangements with the local
SysOp so that the mailbox in Cheshire
"polls” my private mailbox about four times a
day to see if there is any outgoing mail, at
the same time dumping any incoming mes
sages to me. All I go is read and write them,
the rest is done by electronic wizardry us far
as I’m concerned. A light even flashes on my
TNC when a message is in store for me.
Messages can he sent from one station to
another in the usual way or be addressed to
clubs or groups. They con also be forwarded
intact from one to another by editing the
address, similar Lo a circular Letter. They can
only be read by third parties while being
transmitted and then only in a "garbled"
form. A mailbox won't transmit a message to
you if it is not addressed to you, unless it is a
bulletin or has a group address.
It is very early days for packet radio and
the network is in a state of constant change.
Already there ure moves afoot for packet
operators to be able to access large com
puters. I have no knowledge or interest in
such tilings but these must bo very exciting
times for those who have.
Packet radio uses the HF bands and there
fore has die same problems as us. so some
times the shortest route is not taken. Recent
packets from North America have been rou
ted via 4X and SV. It is hoped that in the
near future there could be an HF gateway
close to me and thereby a direct mute-. I sus
pect that a high volume of traffic in that.
direction could help to get those links establ
ished much more quickly.
Mailboxes are not just message handling
devices but also store on file large amounts
of amateur radio information. It covers every
aspect of our hobby and can be considered to
he the equivalent of a very large library. As 1
write this 1 have been in QSO with a station
ir. Kentucky who ia trying to set up a sked
with another in West Sussex on 50Mhz. No
prizes for guessing who the two are but the
sked request was sent dowm to the south
coast via packet. Only Lime will tell if the
“akedogram” was fruitful. That is a typical
example of how packet radio can be used.

To those who are sending packets please
keep them coming, it helps to open up the
pathways, and great Lo keep in touch when
all else fails. If you don't have packet facili
ties yourself but would like to try it you
could get in touch with a local packet eer.
Perhaps in the future our telegraphic
addresses could be Lidded to Lhe Cull Book. If
you're not on packet please consider it. It you
are please send me a digit or two, some
already have.
I would like to thank Phil, G4UDU for con
tinually passing messages from North
America and here lo Chris, G4BUE and oth
ers. Finally, If you're reading this please con
sider that neither paper, envelopes nor
stamps have been used, only packet radio.
I'm sure that other club members already on
packet, would agree :hat it could be a marvel
ous hack up to our club activities.
As at the end ofFebruary your Editor is
aware of the following- members active on
packet:G3FKH © GBTTCM GM45ID © GB7CQV
G3LIK © GB7ILJP K5MA ©
KQIP
GSRWL @ GB7IIQQ N3JT
©
N4QQ
G3VMW © GB7CYM N4AR
© KF4NV
G3VNG @ GB7INB WR4CSK©
KlCEF
VE3FXR©
VE3JF
Please lot mo know ifyou arc on packet
and are not listed above.
liu also using the recently opened lIX
Packet Cluster at (III.IF-1 on 70.32$ and
via WOK22 on 111.07$. 77m following
article by Mark describes how a PacketCluster can help the l/Pdxer.

DXING FOR THE TIME
IMPAIRED
(or. Using Packet Radio To
Aid Dxing)

turning all the beautiful autumn colours, So
beautiful in fact that the droves of tourists
will come from all over the country to catch a
glimpse of all the beauty. Indeed, die foot
hills of the "Smokey Mountains’* are a beau
tiful place to live!
But that’s not my concern right now! A
morning nf DXing in solitude is much more
in line, f start a pol of coffee, and move into
the shack to get things hopping.
Sitting down to my desk, I begin my
"power-up" ritual. First, the VI IF packet
gear, (have Lo know if something is on “right
now"). Although I have my glasses on, I stare
through my cloudy morning vision and type
"CONNECT 11SVDX" to connect my packet
station to the repeater station (digi-peater)
high atop Monte Sanu mountain in Hunts
ville, AL (hence HSVDX for Huntsville OX),
Within a second or two, I am connected there
so I sleepily type “CONNECT K4CEF" to
connect to the packet “node”. Bart, K4CEF,
is the “founding father” of the North Ala
bama DX Clubs HX Packet Cluster Network
and works dilUgently to see that it runs effi
ciently for tiie ‘'deserving” users.
Ah, the system greets me with the usual:“Hi Mark, welcome to tho North Alabama DX Glut)
Packet Cluster",

First worm words I've heard this morning!
My first task is to determine if all the guys
ore pounding away in some pile-up I'm un
aware of. So, I type “SHOW/DX" and the sys
tem prints up the last five (5) DX stations
reported on the network. (I could have typed
SI 1/DVI0 to list the last 10 DX stations but
it's so early I figure it's not necessary.)
7001.5 BV2DA 1 -Oel- 881013Z <WAVdPU >
14236 A51AE3 1-Oc1-8B045SZ<N4nUG>
21271,4 6K24SO I-0ct-3B 043DZ<NU4D>
14181.7 LJDf.WFW 1 Oct-88 04I6Z<KZ4V>
21025.6 VI03XI»O 1-Oct-aa 03307 op Ross.
VK4XA <N4VZ>

by Mark Clark WB4CSK
Wow! A Saturday with no immediate
chores to take care of! ihc kids and the XYL
are fust asleep, (it's not daylight vet) and a
cool, slow fall rain is dampening the lovely,
green surroundings here in Tennessee. In
just a matter of weeks, the leaves will begin
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Ok, then. Since its 1030a, the BV2 is all
that could still be around of those five. So, if
any tiling is out there, it has yet to be found!
Better get the D40 going! Antennas connec
ted, power on, "sssshhhhhhhh”. Glad there
won't be a problem with rain static this
morning. Let's see. Maybe 40 meters for
openers, but first, a cup of coffee.
As 1 sneak out of the shack and Lip-toe
across the kitchen floor trying to avoid mak
ing any noise, I hear someone rustling in one

of the bedroom.*, Hramm, maybe nothing. I
silently pour my cup full and slip back into
the operating chair.
A* I slip on my headphones, I relax men
tally, “I've made it! No one should wake up
for hours!".
l hep-in tuning from T.OOOMhz, slowly up
the band. Wow! There's an interesting
sounding signal! Lot's see. Just a quick
“&NNBK" A 40db over 9 signal sends "RR
5NN TN 5NN TN 73 BK". Just then, my
computer terminal ‘beeps" at me, and I turn
my attention briefly to it:
"DX dc AA4AR: 7002.1 V85AA 1-Gci-aS 1032Z"
Ok! Boh must be up early tins morning
also! Thai must have been him working the
VS5 just now!
A quick "SHOW/USERS" typed into my
terminal gives me a listing of everyone con
nected right now. Turns out we are the only
one* on the Huntsville node activity this
early, although lots of the boys in the Caro
lina* and Georgia arc at it. f decide to say
good morning to him so I type:"TALK AA4AF1 Hi Bob! N#ce sig from the VS6, hull?”
1 resume tuning and hear a weak “CQ
USA CQ USA". I copy Lhe prefix as RB6, but
I just can't make out the suffix. Hmmra,
maybe someone needs this for a band coun
try. Rather than wait for him to start all
over again or maybe risk his going to QRT, I
type in:"DX RQ5 7004.2 can't get sulllx1'

Seconds later, my computer "bleeps" at me
and prints up:"DXdc WR4CSK: 7004.2 RD5 1-Oct-Ba 1D35Zcan’1
gat sullix1'
Hopefully he will stick around long enough
for any needy DXer on the system to get him.
My terminal "bleeps" again. The new line
on the screen says:*
"de AA4AH Hi Mark! Condx prcUy pud nuwl 73 es
GL!,r
Yes I had noticed that signals are pretty
good. Lets see what WWV has to say. 1 type:
“SIIOWAVWV". In a few seconds my ter
minal “bleeps” again and displays the latest
WWV propagation numbers and forecast.
Yes, indeed. Flux of 145 with A and K in
dices 1 and 0 respectively. Not too bad!
IVctty soon, the gang will be waking up
and taming 20, 15 and 10 metres. With pro
pagation like this, who knows what we will
find this morning!

What’s that I hear? Sounds like footsteps.
Ahhh! My two year old has caught me! My
XYL and 1 used to call her the "fun patrol"
since she seems to sense when and where
someone in the house is having fun and goes
to join in! The only problem is that at two
years old, she doesn't always "join" too well!
But, one thing’s for sure my family is worth
more than 10,000 radios and new countries,
so dxing will have to wail a while until I’ve
spent some time with her.
She says she wants to sit on my lap, at my
operating desk, and eat a bowl of cereal for
breakfast. Actually, if I can convince her I
"need" to wear my headphones, 1 can still
tune tlie bands, being careful not too much
milk ends up on the 94 0! We exit the shack
to fix her cereal.
Just as we start out of the room, my ter
minal "bleeps"’. She is in front of me and
doesn't notice as 1 glance back and see:"DXdc WA4DPU: 7010 VK91M 10ct-88 11002’
Great! Ed is up! Another good “tuner!"
As I pour cereal and milk into my
daughters favourite cereal bowl, I chuckle to
myself about the "old day*" of DXir.g. You
know, when all we had were our IIF rigs and
a 2 metre voice repealer lo anourtCC DX.
(What? You say that's not the "old days”?)
How well 1 remmenibor the days when 1 was
afraid to leave the shack for more than. 10
seconds for fear the guys would find some
rare, exotic country and I'd miss out! Well,
no more worries! I just let the computer do
all the work now!
When l got back to my chair and the cereal
eating commences, my daughter informs me
that there will be no headphone wearing. We
are going to sing Bible song* while she eats.
(How do they learn to be dictators at such a
young age? And effective Luo!) To avoid temp
tation, 1 power-down the rig. We sing and
she dribbles milk uti my desk until she is
content in body and mind.
During our time together, the packet clus
ter ha* gone mad! Everybody seems to have
thpir alarm clocks at the same time, anti the
system is bulging with DX alerts. The choi
cest one i* an announcement:
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*'lo all users <Jo N4UUG: lalcst rumour: 3W8DX QRV
bcginii»g?8 Oct"

Wow! Now that would be something!
By I200x Lhe gentle rain has turned into fl

light thunderstorm. ! power-down, after typ
ing "BYE*. No reason to sweat. If anything
happens dx wise during the storm, it will be
on tiie system when 1 connect later. Since tiie
storm is localised, the users in Georgia. Ala
bama and elsewere will still be tuning the
bands. If tiiey hear something really, really
rare, they can get my address and telephone
number off the system, ("SI IOW/KOSTKK
WB4CSK") and give me a quick call on the
telephone. Even though I can't tuim the HF
rig on right now. I have ft nice warm feeling
that 1 am not missing anything on the
bands.
What I have failed to tell you is that all
the “SHOW" commands can be abbreviated
"SH/DX" or "SI 1/USERS", the TALK com
mand may be abbreviated as "TThat helps
speed things up a bit.
Nowadays, when l get through working a
new one, I don't have to bother the station by
asking for his QSL information. 1 just typo
"SH/QSL". If the information has been
entered into the system, I’ll huve it in
seconds. If it isn't in the system 1 just wait
until I log buck on and ask (by announce
ment) if anyone has it. If they have, the
system is updated at. the same time.
I realise that some feel that to receive any
assistance in working DX is "cheating". They
would lump SS13 lists, nets, 2 metre voice
repeaters, DX packet clusters, weekly l)X
bulletins, etc, all in the same category. I
would, however, appeal to these people to
distinguish between "first class” methods of
aiding DX chasing and those which in
herently cause controversy, QRM, and ineffi
ciency. If you could only see the packet clus
ter in operation, I know what you would
decide about it! Simple, useful and effective.
This, my friends is DXing for the 21st cen
tury!
The last tiling I am trying to do is convince
you that packet radio is the ultimate pas
time! On the contrary! 1 view it simply as a
means to an end; the most efficient method
of reporting DX information currently avail
able.
I would be curious to know of other mem
bers who are using a system such as this
one. I know that N5TP and W5XJ are users
or the K5GH network in the Dallas/T’t Worth
urea.
If
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LX7A AND THE 1989 CQ
CONTEST
by Hermann Samson DJ2BW

Thn Wholi- LX7A gang. Can you spot Hermann?

I’m sure that
all of you who
took part in the
198 3 CQ CW
Contest, worked
LX7A on at least
one band. I was
one of the opera
tors on 40 metres
and we used this
large
beam
shown in the
photograph
along-side.
W e made a
very good score
with over 2500
QSOs with 127
countries and 36
nones,
This photo
graph shows one
of the six over
six beams that
we used on HF.
If you didn't
spot me in the
photograph
above, I'm on die
extreme left
second from til e
front.

THE 1989 QRP WINTER

SPORTS
by Chris Page G4BUE
The QRP Winter Sports is an activity
period promoted by the G-QRP-Ciub to
encourage QRP activity held between 26th
and 31st December every year. The idea was
that of GSPG and when Gus announced the
first Winter Sports back in 1978 I dun’L Lhink
be realised then just how popular it would
become with the QRP fraternity.
Due to my interest in QRP I have partici
pated in every Winter Sports since its incep
tion, sometimes for many hours every day
and in other year's for just the occasional
QSO. Th at s the nice thing about the Winter
Sports, you can participate for as long or
short a time as you want. As part of the
policy of FOC becoming more involved with
other organisations, and because there are
several very keen QRPers within OUT.Club, 1
persuaded Gus to invite FOC members to
lake part in the 1989 Winter Sports.
Last yoar, some of us managed to make
two-way QRP QSOs on 80 metres and so this
year Lhe period from 0700 to QSOOz was
designated for trans-atlantic QSOs on the LF
bands. I was therefore very excited when I
switched on at 0645z on the 26th December
and tuned to 3560 to hear G3VTT in QSQ
v.rith N4AR, both running QRP. Hill had said
lie would stay up to Lister, for the European
QRP gang on 80 metres, as it would be a
good test for his big Bobtail and the overall
receiving capability of his station, but he was
very pessimistic about actually making any
QSOe with 5 watts. Bill was telling Colin he
had S7 QRN making receiving very difficult,
I learnt later that Colin was all homebrew,
using the one valve transmitter featured in
FOCUS No.l and a Clu-riton kit receiver,
manufactured by Kanga Products in the UK,
lie had built some audio passive filters Into
it which had originally come from a Boeing
aircraft beacon receiver, One had a notch at
1200Hz, which was most useful when he
worked RA6ZY, as he put the notch on an
offending carrier and Stan popped out from
the other side!

Some FOC members scoff at those of us
who use QRP and cannot understand the
poinc in volunteering to give yourself a big
handicap on our already crowded bands. But,
con you lhink of a better way of ensuring
you build good antennas and keep them
radiating efficiently? If you can muko twoway QRP transatlantic QSOs on 80 metres,
then your antenna must be working pro*
perly! You then havo the advantage that on
reverting to normal power, you will very
likely be “above the crowd". As many of you
know I go “milliwatting", (and even
“microwatting"), on occasions, that is work
ing DX with milliwatt power levels. In addi*
Liun to trying to see how far the lowest power
can reach, its great for checking Out antenna
efficiency. When you’re Irving to work a USA
station with just 5mW you can't afford to
havo too many losses in the antenna system!
With the above in mind Colin carefully cal
culated the pi-network of his transmitter to
feed a Wiridom antenna for 80 metres. It was
138 feet long and about 40 feet high and fed
with “Bofa" ribbon feeder, which is about 300
ohm impedance and slotted to improve
attenuation when wet. A Howes Kit tee net
work and balun completed the system. Colin
worked G-QRP-Club members AA2U and
W3T$, who were both running QRP and
using simple, but efficient wire antennas.
Colin says the thrill of amateur radio was
broughL back to him by using both QRP and
homebrew. These were the first QSOs he had
made with an all homebrew station to the
USA and they made rising at OOOOz worth it!
When Colin had finished, I called Bill and
was pleased co receive a 449 report from
him. Bill said he was amazed that he was
able to work two-way QRP to Europe on an
80 metre band that was not particularly
good. 07287. found via on 7030 and there was
N4AR's 5 watts at a genuine 589, u credit to
his full size three element beam at 160 feet
and which was receiving my QRP at 569.
I can hear many of you saying that these
QSOs only occurred becuuse of Bill's big
antennas. Obviously they helped, but AA2U
and Wol'S were also very active on 40 and
80 metres with ordinary, but well built and
efficient wire antennas. Randy and Mike
worked several European QRP stations on
both LF bands.

The most remarkable QSO was on die 29di
December between WINY and G4CFS. Carl
was another FOC member, who accepted die
challenge of 80 metre QRPing across the
Atlantic, and spent several late nights on
3560 listening in vain for European QRP sig
nals. Carl had QSOs with GM30XX and
G4CFS who was running 1 wait to u 100 feet
long wire at only 10 feed Carl was running 5
watte from an old Hartley series fed 45 into
a full wave delta loop. His receiver was a
l-v-2 TRF which is a copy of the one he built
when he was first introduced to amateur
radio in the 1930's. The QSO is a credit to
Lhe skill of both operators and Carl said he
found it a lot of fun, preferring it to the chal
lenge of QRPing on the HF bands.
In addition to the activity on 80 metres,
there were over 40 DXCC countries, (from all
continents except South America), active on
QRP during the five days. I managed several
Long path QSOs with VK and ZL stations or.
11MHz including twice with ZL2BS.J run
ning 5 watts, two VS6 stations running 5
watts and Lhe following FOC members using
QRP: EA6ZY, G3VTT, K1ZZ, K5BGB, N4AR
(5 bands), OKlCZ, OX3XR and WA4SNI
(10,15 and 20 metres).
Non-member Andy G4VPM was very
active witli his 5 watts frum GU, giving me
five hands and a new two-way QRP country
to many others. 1/joking through An civ's Log l
see he also made QRP QSOs with FOCers
EA6ZY, GM3KPD, G3LHJ, G3VTT, G8PG,
N4AR and OKIOZ. He was using five watts
from a Ten-Tec 509 Argonaut. I also worked
five bands with W3TS and eight bands with
AA2U (80,40,30,20,17,15,12 and 10 metres).
Our President, G3LHJ has always been a
keen QRPer and supporter of the Winter
SporLs. Derrick says it was nice to work a lot
of the FOC gang turning down their power,
and noted that EA6ZY was in much demand.
WA4SNI found the noise levels on SO
metres too high for QRP QSOs with Europe,
but found plenty of QRPcrs oil die HF bands.
Dick used his TS940 and says that maybe
other members don't think they can become
QRP with their HF rigs, The power meter on
the 949 is graduated in 1 walL segments
from 0 to 10 watts and it is easy to set it to
five watts. He says tbe calibration also
agrees with his Heatkit SB-634 output moni
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tor. Dick worked EA6ZY, G3LHJ, G3PDL,
G4BUE and N4AR plus RB5VM who was
also running 5 watts.
EA6ZY had a great deal of fun once again,
this being the second year that Stan has parlidpated. His highlight Uiis year was work
ing VS6VT when they were both running
five watts. Stan says it was a special plea
sure to hear so many more FOC operators
this year. Like Dick, Stan also uses a TS940
and sets the carrier control so the output
meter reads five watts. He made 119 QRP
QSOs including DJ9SB, EABT3QA, G3GFG
and GW3SB in udditioi: to those previously
mentioned.
K5BGB says ho was introduced to the
world of QRP by a contact with none other
than Mr, QRP himself, G$PG. Rod says to
hear Guh’h 3 watts on 14MHz was a sheer
pleasure, far more fun than the usual 5NN
rubber stamp QSOs. Rod says his enthu
siasm fur amateur radio has slipped in
recent years, partly due tu some of tbe
changes for Lhe worse that have occurred
within our hobby. This “QRP business" has
re-kindled his interest and enthusiasm. 11c
says that a contact at five waLLs is a hell of a
lot more of an accomplishment, and what
ham radio is meant tu be rattier than hear
ing a guy running 2kW being given 5NN and
then his being asked to repeat his call.
Has vour interest ur enthusiasm slipped
like Rod's did? Could npxt yeara Winter
Sports be what you need to re kindle your
interest in cun ate ur radio? Do you think
you’ve got a good 89 metre antenna? Think
about it and watch FOCUS and the News
Sheet for details later in the year.

QRP - A DIFFERENT
VIEWPOINT!
(A Letter to G4BUE)

by Don Sargent ZS5WT
At die risk of upsetting you and quite a
few of the gang, tongue in check I offer the
following u.inut QRP and QRPers:1. It is to be avoided at all costs!
2. They think that running 5 watts give?
them the priority over the 109 watt man.

3. When they ure not answered after their
first two calls in a pile-up, they then call
incessantly throughout a QSO.
4. Whan asked to QRX they know they
have been heard and redouble their efforts.
5. I am not a rare E>X station but 1 get 5 to
10 calls on OQ, and if 1 work a QRFJ station
through the QRM it. takes four times as long
due to adjacent QRM.
6. If these guys coll on 100 watts and then
ask for a report on their QRF, 1 am only too
willing to oblige. This saves my operating
time, my patience, my blood pressure arid
thaL of all the other guys on the frequency.
Sorry mate, but 1 am getting cheesed off
with these guys. Recently, l had a guy call
mo on 40 metres with 40mW during a eon*
test! It took 12 minutes to work him, I ask
you?
I do my heat to selecL anyone in a pile-up
from &W599, giving response to the small
and big signal as they cull. I have learnt over
2d years to dig under the kilowatts and QRM
for the little guys. Having stirred the lot of
you I sit back and await the "brick bats'?
(Would anyone like t-o write an open let ter in reply or support of Don?)

Our "forgotten" and banned politicians, jour
nalists, actors, writers, etc spoke to us, in
cluding A. Dubcek and V. Havel.
But nothing was clear until Friday 24th
November when there was the first- sign of
victory. And finally yesterday, 6th December,
when Parliament cancelled the article in our
constitution about the leading role of the
Communist Parly. We are now waiting for
more changes to come during this month. 1
am sure that the changes in this country will
also influence amateur radio, and no doubt
this will mean more freedom and leas
bureaucracy for ua.

Peter. OK1C2 cheeking out Llie Binjekor paddle in

THE KND OF NOVEMBER
IN CZECHOSLOVAKIA
by Petr Doudera OK1CZ
As you probably know from the news we
have had a very dramatic period lately. After
the brutal police action against the student’s
demonstration on Friday 17th November all
the sLudents began to strike and were joined
by actors from all of the Prague theatres.
This spread ouL very quickly throughout Lite
country. The people joined the students and
actors in Lite massive street demonstrations
that grew bigger and bigger every day;
200,000 on Monday, 300,000 on Thursday
and peaking to some 750,000 on Saturday.
T was port of this every day and l must sav
1 have never been so enthusiastic, happy and
proud of my nation. One must be in it to
understand. Imagine 300,001) people in Weneeslas Square singing the national anthem.

the G4BUK shack on hie visit, to the OK in 1 9H9

l have had very little time for any tiling
these days. I was either at work or in the
streets or watching the TTV news or reading
newspapers. That's what we were all doing.
So although I had planned to be QRV in the
OQ Contest last weekend I only devoted
some two hours to it. For the first time in
many years l lost interest m DX. and ama
teur radio in general, switched off the rig
and preferred other things.
Tne reality these days still seem like a
dream after so many years under the Com
munist suppression, dust imagine that the
TV and the papers are telling the truth, emi
grants are coming back to this country, the
■"banned" politicians, singers, actors etc arc
on the TV, radio and in the theatres, und so
on. We can see films and read books that
have been banned for 20, or even 40 years. It
is new and even more radical than 1968,
because what took months and years in
Hungary and Poland, took only days here!

Another piece of very good news for us is
that we will no more need any special per
mission from employers, police or the mili
tary to travel ubroud. No more of the numer
ous forms, additional papers to our passports
and the weeks of waiting for permission.
Now we can just take our passport, arrange
the visa, gel the money and away we go! The
only restriction remains in obtaining1 the
western currency because we still cannot go
to tiie bank and buy dollars or pounds due to
the non-oonvertability of Kes. They say it
may take 10 years to achieve oonvertabiiity.

1989 SM DX MEETING
by Phil Lcnncrvald SM6AOU
As the same week-end as Lords, a big SM
DX Meeting was held at the shorcsidc of
Lake Vattern in Karlsburg. About 75 of Lite
most active Swedish DXers attended and the
meeting was arranged by the Lake Vattem
DX CJroun.
We were a small group of FOC members
and gathered for a photopgrapb for FOCUS,
m

I^cft to ri^hl - SM6CUK. SMCBGA. SM6AOU,
8M7QY. 3M3EVR and SMOCOP

WHO ARE THEY?
The top photograph on page 10 of FOCUS
No.l wus W213A1, taken when Ray was in
the Navy in 1937. The bottom photograph
was of G8PG at the Liverpoool Wireless Colege also in 1937. Nobody guessed, either of
them, although throe of you thought chat
G3KTZ was GSPGl I think it was Gus's
young hairstyle that reminded them of lion!
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PROPAGATION WATCH
The ALF

by Bill Maxson N4AR
He was back.
Nu warning
given. Just
before the
Marathon I
found him on
20 metres:
II S 1 A B D
resurrected as
IISOB, back in
Thailand and
promising to give 41) metres a try.
For us in the midwestern USA. low fre
quency propagation to south east Asia is
almost non-existent over the north pule. Our
most difficult urea of the world short path is
almost centred by Thailand. UA9 and L’L7
ore usually as close as we can approach from
the north on 40 and SO metres. A QSO is far
more likely long path over the southern
hemisphere, along the Terminator Line.
Areas o: the world which have an approxi
mate coincidence of sunset und sunrise times
have the advantage of a unique period of low
absorption levels just prior to and after Ter
minator Line passage.
This is a situation when the Absorption
Limited Frequency (ALF) is the real factor in
determining if a QSO will be possible.
Usually we consider path openings to be
dependent on the MUF, whether or not it
will go high enough to open the desired
band. However the 40 metre HS0 QSO from
Kentucky is dependent on a delicate balance
of falling absorption levels on one end and
rising levels on the other. In Kentucky, at
sunrise our LF signal absorption is low anil
in HSO sunset absorption level? are falling at
the same time. There will be a period of time
when a mutual window of ALF below 7MHz
(or even below 3.5MHz) will exist. Then the
iron is hoi. Mr. Laun knows it, miss him and
it will be from ignorance in North America,
not in Asia,
Our morning long puth bus a curious in
structor in long path relationships. It has

born oii 7.001.8MHz as long as I can remem
ber, sending tirelessly as unending string of
Vs, and probably located somewhere in or
neur UL7 land. Rarely it will send it’s rail
RCQ45 und o few peculiar Cj signals, rl'h.ia
station has become a treasured long path
beacon for me. It is probably not running
much power as often the long path Russian
amateur stations approach it in signal
strength. Watching this signal over the
period of an hour, centred on sunrise, is most
instructive. Thirty minutes prior it’s a fault
whisper; near sunrise it roars out of the
noise to SB levels for 10 or 15 minutes and
then falls hack into the noise us quickly us it
came. This is my favourite 40 metre station.
There arc others on both 40 and 80 that can
serve as beacons but the '“Good Stuff" comes
and goes with RCQ45.
1215z: 30 minutes prior to sunrise of
Saturday morning of the Marathon, RCQ45
is S4 with only a few bent path JA's on the
low end. Listening every five minutes yields
a few of Lhe regular UA9s and then a bit
later UISFiAO at S6, but no I ISO. By I235z
the beacon is pounding through at SS but
still nothing but Asiatic Russians.
I247z: Rack again to check, mid the first
signal heard sounds distinctively long path.
It's 3W3RR in Vietnam at S7 and calling CQ
right out of the southwest, an easy QSO and
good DX. The search is not a total loss so far
and Lhe conditions seem good. iXext chance
will be in 12 hours when the sunrisi/sunset
roles ore reversed.
2312z: Sunset comes and still nothing.
Feverish search ensues,
2324 z: There he is! HSOB. a solid S6, with
Lie distinctive soft rounded cw of a long path
multihop signal. Fred is working K4BAJ. 1
have probably been tuning over him for at
least ten minutes. A somewhat franLic tailend and the QSO is logged,
l lappy about a successful hunt, I spend the
next ten minutes listening to him work other
USA stations us his signal totally disappears
into the noise by 2350z - you can literally
hear Llie sun rise in Thailand while listening
to the 40 metere band.
All of us have similar long path openings.
For Kurope it is into the Eastern Pacific. All
that is needed is to follow your .=mnseVsun.ri&c Terminator Line und see where it goes, I

keep on my desk a simple Terminator Line
display. “The DX F.dge". As the seasons
change so does the long path footprint avail
able to us on the lowbands and a visual
representation is a real help in understand
ing what is heard on the hands. Just as
effective are the shareware Terminator pro
grams if a computer is available.
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Finding a good beacon like RCQ45 is worth
tbc effort as conditions do vary greatly from
day to day and when the band is poor die
beacon can save a lot of fruitless listening.
And finally there are several excellent pro
pagation prediction software programs avail
able which give clues to the presence of the
ALF windows. The diagram above shows a
fairly conservative estimate of the times 1
have just described.
These things help us understand a bit
about the bands, but. if you just listen to 40
and 80 metres near sunset/sunrise time dur
ing the winter months you won't miss much
of die “Good Stuff.

THE 1990 NORTH
AMERICAN WEEK-END
Don’t forget this event being held in Wash
ington DC between 4th and 6th May. It is
replacing Danbury and many attractions are
promised by the Organising Committee.
More details from N3JT or K5MA.

JOINEDUPSENDING
by Roger Western G3SXW
TNXKKK CAl.I.OM, GUDTOimU= LONG
TIME NOHRSOTKUST ALLSWL UKKX1),
BNDSARE PRETTYFAIRTODAY L'RSIG
5B9589 IIWCPI7W1WWDB G1GGGK
Accurate ew is generally understood to be
correct dots and dashes and this after all IS
the first priority; valid communication goes
rapidly adrift when there are too few dots or
too many clashes in a leLter. But stopping to
think about it for a moment, it goes far
beyond thuL. Wrong dot/dash ratio can
reduce intelligibility and even use of weird
abbreviations can throw the recipient off
balance. Most important, and to which least
attention is paid, would seem to be spacing.
This is a very personal statement, alterna
tive views will be enthusiastically receivedDO write to the Editor! My priority is in fact
good, comfortable communication. Totally
100% accurate code, as produced by a
machine, is nol essential; at very high speeds
it becomes more important, but in the nor
mal range of say 20 to 40 wpm, there is lots
of room for individuality. That may take Lite
form of a distinctive swing, an individual
dot/dash ratio, and that’s fine so long as it
doesn't go too far.
The issue is good communication; if the
recipient has to struggle to decode cw then
something is wrong. Ideally, we should be
able to sit hack and just let it flow in. We've
all hud that experience, and unfortunately
also suffered the opposite. So, qualification
for F.O.C. encompasses more than just good
code. Behaviour, manners and being "band
wise” are essential. But let's be honest, with
out gocxl code the base just isn't there Tor all
those ocher facets of good cw operating.
Two points, if 1 may; people get into bad
habits and don’t correct them, or even recog
nise; the fact, and second, the biggest single
cause of poor code is spacing. These two
points come together in telling my own story.
I’ve always token pride in my cw. One day
a good friend suddenly said, out of the blue,
“I’m having trouble reading your code these
days”. My jaw sagged to my knees, lie said,

'Tour words are all joined up”. Sucre bleu, I
thought, can this really be? So, I started lis
tening critically to my outgoing code again,
realising that I'd somehow got out of that
habit, and sure enough lots of words were
joined up. At higher speed it was testing the
concentration skills of the recipient.
Having thought about this long and hurd I
concluded there were three possible rational
explanations: (a) generally getting a little
complacent and sloppy over the years, (b) the
desire to be sending faster Lhan you can
accurately manage, trying to force the pace
by clipping micro-seconds off the spaces
everywhere, and (c) trying to stop the VOX
from dropping out! Yes, watching my own
operating critically 1 realised that when
sending at slower speeds l was shortening
the gaps in order to stop the VOX from drop
ping, presumably to avoid the relay click and
intervention of QRM when in tile midst of a
long conversation!
That is plain silly, the VOX delay control
is right there on Lop of the 930. the solution
is simple; just vary the delay to suit the
speed of your cw. Go on, toll me I'm stupid,
but that hadn’t reully occurred to me before.
Nowadays, (this all happened some time
ago). I’m changing VOX delay all the time. (I
still often operate without QSK by choice.)
Then along came a new toy, the MFJ127S
Multi-Mode Data Controller and the wonders
of modern technology could be applied to my
morse code. Fed through the personal com
puter 1 could watch the code emanating from
ray keyer appear on the screen, and what a
revelation that turned out to be! There were
still lots or joined up words, What had hap
pened was that I had corrected the spacing
errors when they were important but was
still joining up words that naturally seemed
to want joining. For example “TNXKKK",
“DEG3SXW" and “73PAL” and manv other*
similar. And do you know what? After watch
ing Lie screen arid listening to tire outgoing
code for some weeks 1 concluded that
absence of some word spaces is perfectly OK.
Oar Editor is looking for some constructive
controversy so all you purists please put pen
to paper. My contention nowadays is that
our code should be effortless to copy at the
other end and there are many instances
where joining words does nothing at all to
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interrupt the flow, unci possibly even in
stances where it assisted. The common fac
tor, of course, is where the expression is pre
dieatable and very commonly used at that
juncture in the QSO, and these are very
much the exception rather than the rule.
There is one other situation where insuffi
cient spacing is justifiable or possibly even
desirable, and that is when contesting. Some
leading con testers would recommend frac
tionally reduced word spacing us it gives u
light note of urgency to the code and serves
to force die pace just that little bit,
BUT, anti a very big BUT, the fact remains
that absence of word spacing is surely the
biggest single source of copying difficulty
and I would make a strong plea to all mem
bers to critically review their own code in
til is regard. Very seldom will anyone, even
your best pal, tell you that your code is diffi
cult to copy, (but my goodness, if anyone
docs drop a gentle hint yuu’d bust puy atten
tion because it may well indicate a fairly
serious problem). So. its a matter of selfdiagnosis. One possible indicator is when
your QSO partner doesn't respond to a parti
cular point, it may not simply be QRM!
Should we "ted our best friend'V Yes, I
really think we should, so long us he's a good
friend and will take it in the constructive
way intended. There is also the Club's image
in the eyes of the world to think of, not just
personal prestige, We all have a duty to the
art of cw, to setting die very be-sL example to
newcomers and to the good name of FOG.
Most times these days I'm also decoding
the incoming cw on my new toy; if die signal
is strong enough and relatively QRM free, it
puls on the screen, exactly what is sent. It's
distressing to see; the code from so many
members turned into gobbledy-gook by lack
of letter and word spacing.
Watch for the next in diis series to be enti
tled "NNMA DTU DE GSMSTUEM NT".

FLUTTER & PROPAGATION
AN EXPERIENCE
By David Atkins W6VX
The subject of this story is about a pro
pagation condition recently noted again
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while in QSO with GSAX, called "nutter".
It happened at 0630z on 22nd March 1989
on 14MIIz. To mo it sounded ns though
Tom’s signal was FM-ing between 7(X> and
75011?.. We had a pipe line path of S9
Strength. Other signals from Europe were
good, but only about S6. Signals near by ill
frequency were not modulated. This came 12
days after the big flare on the 10th March
and may have nothing to do with it other
dnm to indicate that conditions were still in
a State of l)X ups and downs. During the
QSO Tom’s signal smoothed out to a normal
T9 from what was about T7.
At the risk of over simplification of a verycomplex subject, 1 would like to describe a
model to attempt an explanation of why
some signals go from T9 to very rough and
back to normal for short periods.

I^et us make a few assumptions and recall
some facts:*
1. “Equal angles” of reflection, (nr refrac
tion), are true of a flat or curved reflector.
2. The earth is said to bo surrounded by an
egg shaped ionised shell and the thickest,
highest and most dense is towards the mid
day sun,
3. For refraction, the density should be
uniform, for angle-in equal to angle-out.
4. As the sun traces from sunrise to sunset
this shell of changing density goes west
wards.
5. Keeping in mind that the path of practi
cal beams is not a single sharp line but an
odd shaped cone, we have variable strength
from band opening to closing.
6. Let's assume from amongst the many
forms of modulation, this signal is FM-ing
since the sound seemed to be tuneable at two
pointa, about two notes apart on the octave
scale, (“flutter" has been recorded at 10 to
501 Iz).

7. One more idea will be to imagine a (T)
turbolant, area within the layer, This type of
disturb mice is common in weather patterns
and sea currents, and also in photopgrapha
of Saturn, looking like utter chaos.
The model is shown overleaf and is one of
many. It is based solely on airial observa
tions. Let’s hear from those who have had
some similar monitoring experiences. Surely
these ideas are controversial. So much the
better if l have pointed my finger from afar
at those operators who give T9 reports to
users of raw AC supplies. Any feedback is
welcome!

AWARDS
NEWS
by
Bill
Limchousc
Congratulations to
the following mem
bers who have been awarded certificates and
stickers, up to 6tli December 1989:WAFOOC Certificate No. 333 to GOCMM
Points
1500 G3FKH
8000
K4KQ
K4KQ
8500
2000 G3FKH
2500 WB4CSK
8500
N3EA
3000 WB4CSK
9000
K4KQ
3500 WB4CSK
9000 GW3HCL
4000 GM3GNM 10000 GW3HCL
C3A/.
4500 K7NHV
12500
G3AZ
5500 KSFJ
13000
6000 KSE.I
13500
G3AZ
Countries
GOCMM
50
120
G3SXW
G3FKH
G3SXW
50
130
75
140
K4KQ
G3FKH
75
140
WB4CSK
N3EA
75
150
K4KQ
GW3SB
120
KSE.J
50 on 14MHz to GdPKH
50 on 21 MHz to G3FKH
100 on 7MHz to G3SXW
100 on 21 MHz to G3SXVV
110 on 14 MHz to G3SXW
110 oil 21 MHz to G3SXW
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THE TEN-TEC OMNI V
AND TS950
by W1AX, K4LTA, W4DGJ and
DJ0XJ
DKW1AX: I have had my Omni V for over
a month now and have used it for my
favourite pursuits of rag-chewing, dxing and
contesting on cw, HT1Y and SSB.
Let’s talk cw firsL, naturally. The Omni V
has true QSK which is very smooth, and has
provision to control an amplifier that is
designed for CJSK. My Ten-Tec Titan works
beuutifully with the Omni. and an N.O. relay
with an adjustable time delay is provided for
control of non QSK amplifier*. I have mine
set so it holds the amplifier on even when 1
go down to 15 wpm, yet it releases quickly
enough to approximate QSK.
The keying of the Omni V sounds great on
the air. My friends N4XR and W1B1H hoLh
have the Omni V, I’ve listened very critically
to tlicm during oor weekly sked* but 1 can
not fault the clean crisp cw wave shape. You
ran check it out the next time you work them
or me. Both the pitch and level of die cw
sideline arc adjustable. You can set them
the way you want them.
The pass band tuning control is extremely
helpful under todays crowded bands. The
variable audio filtering, labelled "Fade" and
"BP' o:i the fronL panel, is very effective.
With the "Fade" control at maximum, you
can peak a cw signal with the "BP"’ control ut
the frequency most pleasing to you, buckground noise virtually disappearing.
There are sockets in the second IF for
three optional filters with band widths of
1.8MHz, 5001 Iz and 2501 Iz. I have all three
fitted and they are superb. I also have a
500Hz optional filter in the first IF. With
both filters in circuit, die selectivity is out
standing. 1 prefer 5001 Iz bandwidth, but
N4XK likes 250Hz and has two fitted. Tun
ing his Omni V across a crowded band is an
awesome experience. Empty spaces appear
between the signals like magic.
If you like RTTY, Ten-Tec has a filter for
the Omni V which is designed specifically for
the RTTY toneR. I used one in the recent

HTTY contest and found it very effective.
The Onrni V will operate on AFSK or FSK,
hut with KSK you may have to modify your
interface unit, The operator's manual tells
you what voltage it requircR tor mark and
apace, but doesn't warn you that most, inter
face units only provide an or/off oulput.
The arrangement for up]it operation using
the two self-contained VFOs is unique and
convenient. The controls arc pushbuttons
adjacent to the tuning knob. The word "spliL"
appears next to the frequency readout to
warn you are Lr. the split mode. It's nice to
have this warning right there at eye level.
The memory arrangement is also unique.
It has more capacity that most of us will ever
need, but that's better than too little of
course. One neat feature that I like is the
"Scratch Pad Memory". If you spot a station
who is busy and want to come back to him,
you con put his frequency' into the memory'
with a single touch of a pushbutton. Then
you recall it instantly with a second touch of
a button. Incidentally, the regular memories
can be programmed for frequency, and also
mode and bandwidth. Very impressive.
The convenience of operation of the Onmi
V is a major source of its appeal to me. In
addition to the above comments, here arc
some more of its features that I like: The
button on the front panel is essen
tially a lock key control and is very handy
for those of us who have electronic keys. The
“Up" and “Down" buttons on the front panel
will move your frequency quickly from one
end of the band to the other without the
usual interminable ilia! spinning. The 10
metre band is broken into four 500KHz seg
ments but not to worry, you can tune
through all segments continuously without
pushing a band change pushbutton. The
speech processor is very easy to adjust. It
appears to be effective. In the recent OQ
Phone Contest, several stations stopped to
make unsolicited comments on the “punch"
of my signal and its excellent quality.
If I sound enthusiastic about die Omni V
it’s because 1 am. Do 1 think it's perfect? IVo,
of course not, but my complaints are minor
and many of them are matters of personal
preference. I wish it had an HIT control, but
I’m surviving nicely without it. It has a tone
control, an attenuator and a squelch control.
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all of which seem superfluous to me. I'm sure
someone will like them all. The noise blan
ker is pretty good on ignition type noise, but
it doesn’t take out the woodpecker. I don't
care for the appearance of the "bail" on the
bottom of the cabinet which can be pulled
down to tilt the front upwards. I cut out
pieces of wooden dowels, painted them black
and put them under the front feet.
One final word, I'm sure everyone knows
abuul the outstanding Ten-Tec service, but il
is so important in these days of very compli
cated equipment that It's worth a reminder.
DE K4LTA: I purchused rny new Omni V
three months ago at the begining of August.
This might be considered a prejudiced view
point since I have been using Ten-Tec radios
for about 15 years. I had a Triton IV, Delta,
Omni l). Corsair and Paragon before getting
Urn new Omni V. 1 have also used other rigs
like the Kenwood 440 and 940, the Icom 751
and the Yac-su 757GX and 901 DM rigs.
There are quite a few changes on the Omni
V going from the Paragon, which 1 had been
using for the previous two years. At. first I
missed same of the features which are not
included on the Omni V, like the direct fre
quency entry, direct frequency recall and
automatic filler selection going from cw to
SSB and vice-versa. The fact, that the Omni
V tunes cw in the lower sideband mode took
some getting used to, however now this
doesn't seem lo matter at all. 1 very scldum
used the general covereage feature of the
Paragon so 1 don't miss it.
1 still have the Paragon but now it is up
for sale. 1 decided after one month lit at the
receiver nn the Omni V was so superior to
the Paragon that the other tilings became
insignificant. The additional filter for the
9\lilz IK ready helps in difficult receiving
situations, such us QRM, QRN, woodpecker,
etc. Since I favour cw operation I goL the
500IU filter for this position, although phone
operators would want Lo get the l.SKHz one.
Thus my thoughts and remarks can be
summarised in Lhe fact IhuL I believe the
receiver is the most important part of a
transceiver. You can really distinguish dial
the Omni V is a trulv remarkable receiver
when you have die opportunity to try it.
During die 90 days Quit I have operated die
Omni V, it hus performed trouble free.
MT

DK W41)GJ: I’ve used my Omni V for
about three months end like it very much. I
get the same reports of good keying churueteristica that I got with my old Omni D. The
operating feature of using mostly push but
tons instead of switches and knobs is fun,
once you get enough practice to feel comfor
table with them.
Biggest improvement is the receiver, which
brings in signals through anything with low
phase noise and excellent IF filtering.
•
And to the TS950...
OE DJOXJ: I recently worked Gunter,
DL1BU who had a TS950 to test. Gunter is
the Technical Advisor of the DARG and an
excellent engineer.
1 heard Qtc maiden. QSO with the 950 and
then worked him for hia second cw contact
with it. On semi-hk the signals were fine at
about 30 wpm, but at full bk the morse was
disasterous! Dashes, and above all dots shor
tened to be almost unrecognisable. DL1BU
said he would look into this, hut admitted
that die Japanese know little about cw. l ie
said the specifications were, however, im
pressive for the TS950, but from oral evi
dence if you like bk cw, caveat omptor!
(buyer beware).
Gunter said the 950 had a new type of
digital switching in the bk system. 1 have
tried many bk riga, boLh orally and on the
scope, and from the iJapanese rigs, only the
TS930 and 940 can stand the test with the
TS440 corning a fairly good second, but look
out for the rest. Ten-Tec are, of course, tops
in this respect, but then the owner of the
firm is on FOG member and it shows!

NEW MEMBER PROFILES
by Dennis Andrews G3MXJ
•
G4BJM - 1553
Fraser started SWL’ing at the age of nine
and quickly developed a liking for cw. lie
was licenced at the age of fourteen (earliest
possible in the UK!). He is active on all HF
bands plus 4 and 6 metres. The current
operating setup is a little limited, but house
hunting is in place at present, and it is
hoped that there will he more space for
antennas before too long.
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•
OZ4UN - 1554
Welcome back to Paul, who has previously
been a member of FOC (1147). Unfor
tunately a move to Darmstadt to work for
the European Space Agency in 19711 meant a
period of inactivity, although he was active
again after a couple of y ears as DJOIV, Paul
returned to Denmark in 1982 where lie cur
rently works in satellite communications for
the Danish PTT. The QTH is about 2GKm
from Copenhagen and the signals come from
an loom 720A with a TH3. Plans are in
hand for more ambitious antennas once the
neighbours have got used to the current
setup!
•
ZL1AMO - 1555
Tliere can be few DXcrs who have not wor
ked Ron from one or other of the numerous
Pacific dx locations that he has activated
over the years, lion has been on die air
since 1953 and is very active on all bunds,
both SSB and cw. DX is a major interest and
he has only two countries spots to fill - Bou
vet and So util Sandwich. That area of the
world really seems to be u problem from ZL hut trust you got 3Y5X and hope it’s not to
long before you finish the full house!

GUILTY M’LUD
by Dick Lancaster G3Cl;G
Yes, I confess, me a culpa, I plead guilty to
the unforgiveable sin of sending BK at the
end of an over when my battered old
FT101ZD is not equipped with the necessary
machinery for QSK working,
My FT101 has what is laughingly descri
bed in the manual as a “semi" break-in faci
lity. This means that if you use it on its
minimum delay, it changes bands between
letters!
Having been severely ticked off by a 111.
member and now reading in FOCUS tliaL it
doesn't go down terribly well in EA6 either, I
have made a New Year Resolution to become
an honest citizen again.
So if anyone hears me going recidivist,
would they kindly draw my attention to the
transgression.
161 DK G3CFC BK (poops sri!) K.

CON TESTING
A REGUi-AR COLUMN

by Roger Western
G3SXW

This is being penned in the midst of the
contest season: we had superb conditions for
the Marathon but the first day of the ARRL
CW reminds us 'dial being at the peak of the
sunspot cycle does noL guarantee good pro
pagation. No sir; condx that day were atro
cious! Another source of challenge to aspiring
contest winners has been the violent storms
in Northern Europe. Several famed DXers
lost towers here in Southern England in late
January. Crank-up towers have been doing
good impressions of a yo-yo, and LF wires of
course purposely get themselves thoroughlytangled in the trees just to annoy!!
Propagation and weather patterns are un
reliable but one thing about all the major
contests is there regularity. They all happen
on pre-ordained weekends, first weekend in
Feb. for Lite Marathon, third full weekend in
February for ARRL CW etc. That's very help
ful for international co-ordination because
you can work out actual future dates when
you know the form. It also means that adju
dicators and magazines can always precisely
work out the timing for future events, so
they can plan their activities.
# Publication of Results
Which might lead us to wonder why it is
liiat so many contest results are published as
laLe as they are. So often the results reach
you just before nexl year's event. Explaining
the black rings? tinder my eyes to a non-ham
friend one Monday recently, he asked the
obvious question: "Did you win?". "1 won't
know till next year", says I. Friend's interest
dies a sudden death.
Maybe in 20 years from now all logs will be
submitted on computer disks on-air and
results can be published the next day. For
the moment though the reality is that opera

tors must prepare their log, it meander?, it’s
way through the postal system, is distributed
to log-checkers and finally results are pre
pared as ait article for a magazine dead-line.
Hut why is it thut RSGI3 results are in print
within about 6 months yet CQ and other con
tests take 10-12 months? RSGB is die excep
tion as most other contests take nearly die
full year and occasionally you'll go into the
next years' event not knowing how you did
last year, which is crazy.
Of course, CQ contests attract hugely grea
ter numbers of logs and even with the much
larger teams of adjudicators the process of
checking is bound to take longer. But not 4-6
months longer surely? So my plea to anyone
involved with managing or adjudicating con
tests is; CAN WE GF.T THE RESULTS OUT
EARLIER PLEASE.
There are many considerations, I know,
and 1 don't underestimate the logisities uf
coping with the number of entries Lliut arc
received for the WW and WPX contests, for
example. Quite the reverse: 1 applaud the
super-human efforts of those involved. So
here's a concrete suggestion: aim to publish
results one month curlier and achieve that
time saving by REDUCING THE DEAD
LINES. For WW we have 6 weeks to get the
entry in the post anrl for WPX 7 weeks. And
Quit's before leisurely steamers, wend their
way around the world. RSGB asks for their
logs to ARRIVE within six weeks which l
reckon is perfectly fair. Given six weeks to
post your entry you either do it right away
and it's off within Lwu weeks or else you
decide to do nothing for five weeks theft
panic in Qic last week to beat the deadline.
To save the airmailing costa you do it right
awuy. but these days surely mailing costs
are not the same problem dial perhaps they
used Lo be.
Save a month on posting1*arrival dates and
put that saving into publishing results one
month earlier. This applies to all contests,
not just the big CQ events. All entrants will
be eternally grateful.
• Recent Results
In both UK and USA there's an annual
award for single-operator entries to a year's
worth of contests. In UK tile HF Contests
Championship brings together G results

from nil tiif major RSGB contests. For 1
89 G3FXB placed 2nd. G4BUO 3rd and
G3MXJ 6eh. The US equivalent accumulates
performances from 8 contesta (WW, SweepStakes, ARRL DX, WPX in both modes), nnd
in their 8£y\89 season K3ZO was Uie clear
winner with K5ZFV3 3rd and W1WEF 15Lh.
Mighty performances from all these fine
operators.
The winners in the North American OW
Sprint, run by NCJ, clock up an incredible
340 or so QSOs in die four hours and in Ibis
contest you have to QSY after each contact.
A furious pace! Congrats to K6NA (8th) and
W3LPL (10Lh) and to W1VVKF (1st Wl) in
the September '89 event.
•

AKKI.CW

Yes. conditions were awful on the firat day
ao all those new records set in 1989 look very
safe. Invoking at the All-Time Records. 1989
was certainly a bumper year. In VV/VE all
hand section K3ZO, N6QR and K5MW7 took
the record a for their call areas and a further
seven members hold records for their area in
single band sections. In Europe two records
went to members in 89: G3KXR finally lifted
the all-bond European title off K5\1M
(GU5C1A in 1979) and G3WVG (operating
GW4BLE) smashed the record set in 1981 for
2SMI Iz. ARRL DX CW is u lot of fun • it
stands out as the one event each year where
(from the DX side) 99.94t of contacts are slick
and efficient. How is it that in USA even the
newcomers, slower old-timers and casual
conteaters know to be brief whereas in
Europe ao many callers trip over their keys,
give 2x2 calls and repent, the liST three
times?! There’s no doubt that snappy operat
ing is increasing over the years: seldom now
do folks call off frequency and it's rare that a
contact is lost while in progress. This results
surely from general availability of modern
rigs which has in turn led to modem operat
ing skills. U.S. con testers, In general, are to
be applauded though on beating the world in
contesting ability,
• Contest Editorials
Highly recommended reading for any contester are NCJ and CQ Magazine. Editorials
in the National Contest Journal ore now
written by K5RC and in CQ Mag K1A R edits
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Contest Calendar. They both offer very sen
sible and well thought out views, expressed
fluently and neither hesitates to break new
ground. They generate debate on old and
new problems alike nnd reflect the enthu
siasm and adrenalin that our competitive
arena generates. So where is the equivalent
in Europe? Maybe we miss similarly energe
tic efforts in non-English language journals.
If so, maybe members whose local language
magazines contain good contesting columns
would let me know. Certainly in UK we have
mi such tiling. RSUH publishes contest rules
and results but Lhe whole scone is slognating.
One is forgiven for suspecting that UK I IF
con testers are a static group, the same few at
the top and the same calls “joining in’T year
after year. The general atmosphere can be
pedestrian with barely any corporate
attempt to further the art of contesting and
few individual efforts to materially improve
performance. Maybe that's why some uf us
like to visit Dayton whenever possible: to
absorb the vibrancy that, we lack this side of
the pond and come back tired up with fresh
enthusiasm. Maybe it's simply cultural but
one thing’s for sure: without some vigorous
efforts in the forseenble future contesting
will materially suffer in Eurupe. Whilst the
“anti-contest brigade" keeps up it’s vocifer
ous onslaught con testers remain individuals
and do little to support the general cause.
In the next issue of FOCUS we will try to
bring together the relevant issues so please
Let me have your views about what you see
as the future of contesting. The pros and
cons are regularly aired in Radio Communi
cation correspondanoe columns and seem to
get us nowhere in reconciling the differences
between advocates and opponents. IL has
become a sterile debate. Instead, let’s try to
understand what’s behind the diametrically
opposing views and maybe uncover some real
truths and some real prospects of solutions.
Write to me now - PLEASE.
Also next time “Getting into Computerised
Contesting" • those who have adopted the
K1EA program arc over the moon. It really is
revolutionising their contesting enjoyment
and efficiency. But I’d also like to hear from
members who have experience of using other
real-time logging/duping programs.

EUCW STRAIGHT KEY
DAY

WORKING THE
RUSSIANS
by Steve Wilson G3VMW

The European CW Association's Straight
Key Day will ho hold on 23rd June 1990 and
is. open to all amateur cw operators who
enjoy working on die hand key, whether
regularly or just occasionally.
It is not a contest. The idea is to put aside
the electronic keyer for the das1 and use a
hand key for relaxed QSOs. Frequencies are
3540-70, 7020-40 and 14050-70 and any
where in the 10MHz band.
Participants having at least five QSOs
with other straight key stations may vote for
the best hand style or fist worked, one vote
for each of the three considered the best. An
award will he sent fret! of charge to every
operator who receives two votes.
Logs and votes should be sent to Daniel
Klintman SM7RXD, Adjunktsgatan 3D. S214 56 Malmoe, Sweden before 17th July.

"My new QTH :b......“

The WCCF shack jxspt nftcr the San Krancinr.a
Earthquake in OcL l&ftLL Distort* the photo the
computer wnn hnnfrin^ over thr edge: nf the dna k
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Several years ago, a G4 friend of mine had
a two year lour of duty in Jordan. (JY) and
after applying for his licence was given the
call sign JY9WR. Being a good Yorkshireman. the suffix "WR" was meant bo signify
White Rose, the symbol of Yorkshire. Kevin
soon found that working into Western
Europe was no easy task through the masses
of Russian operators, and he was soon chris
tened "JY9 Working Russians" because his
log contained hundreds of UA’s, UB's, etc.
Maybe he had something there because the
habit has really caught on, and in these days
of Glasnost more and more operators are
turning their attentions to working die Rus
sian Oblasts, which can be equated to US
States, English Counties or Japanese Prefec
tures. Like the previous categories, some of
them are rare oblasts which have seen little
or no activity in many years. The USSR is u
very big country with widely differing cul
tures and climates. Tadzhik and Turkoman
border the Himalayan regions of Afghanis
tan and Pakistan. Lutviu luui Estonia strad
dle the Baltic Sea with Sweden ar.d Finland.
Siberia almost joins Hie Japanese island of
Hokkaido in Lhe south east and extends far
beyond die icy wastes of the Arctic Circle to
the north.
Working all the Russian oblasts really is
quite an undertaking, but there are now
many operators nearing that. goal. Top Engl
ish oblasL hunter Nigel. G3TXF is nearing
the clean sweep. Lanny, W5BOS has com
piled a list of oblasts needed by the top
oblusL hunters. lie sends out a monthly list,
along with telephone numbers so that when
a rare one is QRV, everyone who needs it can
be alerted. If vou need 25 oblasts or less to
work them all send your list to I^anny along
with an SASE to get his next mailing.
Bach individual oblast, has an identifying
number, currently in Lhe range 001 to 1!)3. A
comprehensive list of oh lasts con be found in
the RSGB publication, Amateur Radio
Awards.

Not all of the rare oblasts are in the depths
of Siberia and there are some hard to work
ones to be found in Europe. In 19SS the
Novosibersk Federation of Radio Sport
(UA90) sent out a questionnaire to over one
hundred different radio clubs in the USSR in
an effort to determine which were actually
the rare obla&ls.
The ten rarest were as fnllows:UJ-K (192)
UJ-R (042)
UA8T (174)
UASV (175)
UL-K (024)
UAOX (129)
UH-W (045)
UF-O (015)
UA9G (HI)
UD-N (002)
Other rare ones include:L'AIL (092)
UA1T (144)
UA6I (089)
UA6J (003)
UAOX (087)
UA6P (090)
UA9Z (100)
UAOD (111)
UAOH (106)
UES-P (058)
UB-V (066)
i B-X (062)
i. :i)-K (003)
i.H-Q (014)
UC-I (008)
UF-V (013)
UH-H (043)
UH-B (180)
UII-Y (046)
UI-C (049)
UII-A (191)
Ul-D (173)
UI-F (047)
UI-G (054)
UI-0(050)
Ul-L (046)
Ul-Q (185)
UI-Z (056)
UI-T (052)
U[-U (055)
UJ -S (041)
UL-D (029)
UL-0 (020)
UL-Q (018)
UL-R (178)
UL-T (021)
The interest in working oblasts has
prompted many Russian operators to mount
DXpedi Lions to the rarer oblasts. The RSGB
weekly publication for I IF operators, "DX
News Sheet1", carries much news of planned
expeditions to the rare oblasts.
The R-IGO-O Award is available for those
who work 100 different oblasts. The award is
available as phone only or cw only and comes
in three classes:Class 1: All QSOs on 1.8/3.5 MHz
Class 2: All QSOs or: 7 MIL
Class 3: All QSOs on 14/21/28 MHz
x\ll QSOs must have been made after 1st
January 1957 with a minimum report of 337
on cw or 33 on phone Send a list of QSLs in
the form of an application detailing: oblust.
date, band, mode, report and 14 IRCs to:Awurds Manager, Krenkcl Central Radio
Club, P.O. Box SS. Moscow, U.S.S.Ru
Endorsement stickers are given for work
ing 150 and all oblasts, however, QSOs for
these endorsements may be mixed mode.
I eaii thoroughly recommend the DXNS
U.S.S.K. Oblast Guide which is compiled and
published by Geoff Watts, BUS 3129. Con
tained within this excellent publication are
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numerical lists of Russian oblasts, deleted
oblasts, oblast details of dub stations prior to
the call sign changes in 1974, oblasts of
USSR stations with a two letter suffix, full
details of other Russian awards and some
excellent maps showing outlines of all cur
rent oblasts. The guide cost 1.25 (UK), over
seas (airmail) 54.00 US or 8 IRCs and is
available from: Geoff Watts 62 Relmore
Hoad, Norwich, NR7 0FU.
The following oblasts have been deleted
and contacts only count before the dates
shows:UC2 (011) 20.1.60
UMB (032) 1.3.59
UMS (035) 1.3.59
U135 (061) 1.1.63
UA4 (116) 1.1.62
Arctic Region, chlasL 171 and Antarctic
Region oblast 172 are now no longer valid.
Recently, several more oblasts were dele
ted or combined with existing oblasts and
two new oblasts (192 and 193) were created.
Details of all the known changes are listed
below;UI.-Y (176) and UL-A (179) deleted from
9.7.88.
UH-B (180) and UH-H (043) deleted and
combined into a new oblast UH-B (193) from
25.8.88.
UJ-K (182) and LU X (183) deleted and
copmbined into new oblast UJ-K (192) from
8.9.88.
Ul-Q (185) deleted and combined with
oblast Ul-1 (051) from 7.9.88.
Ul-V (181) deleted and combined with
oblast Ul-D (173) from 7.9.88.
UM-P (177) and UM-T (184) deleted from

6.10.88.
UI-F (047) is likely to be deleted within Lhe
next two years.
Current oblust total = 178 plus 17 dele
tions
Finally, spare a thought for the poor old
UA station with a rough T8 "char-chi-charchit char-char-chi-char” signal. Electronic
parts are very hard to come by in the USSR
and most of the gear in use is borne brewed
from surplus equipment, often eirra WW2.
Old radio equipment has to be salvaged and
broken down for parts and then rebuilt into
amateur gear. Commercial gear is virtually
impossible to obtain in tire LIS SR, and even
if it were, the cost would probably be too
prohibitive.

LONG WIRE ANTENNA
DESIGN
Part I

2. A resonant wire, approximately centre
fed and an odd number of halfwaves in
length, offered a consistent impedance in the
vicinity of 200 ohms. If additional wire legs
resonant on other frequencies were added,
then the impedance varied only slightly. If
by Everett Brown
the feed point was moved from die centre of
the element, as much as 1/8 wavelength there
K4EF
was surprisingly little shift in impedance.
(Reprinted from Ham Radio)
These findings suggested a whole family of
new antenna designs but I concentrated oat
The other day I tuned across 15 and there my ideal - all bands, one coax. The final
was VK4-XA tailing CQ widi an S7 signal. design was highly successful. This, together
Kuss came back to my call and we had a with die associated Lest and measurement
pleasant chat. When we finished I expected results were published in die amateur litera
the hand to explode with callers, but silence ture {1). The final design had one drawback.
prevailed. Russ called CQ, and again silence. It occupied abuut ten acres and not many
Although the band was fairly active it urban amateurs could fit it into their back
appeared that no one else could hear him. In yards! In spite of this drawback, I received
my experience a yagi will outperform a long letters from rural users in many States and
wire much of die time, but occasionally pro from as fur awuy as VK land. The Aussies
pagation conditions will cause die long wire were particularly pleased because the
to pull in signals that apparently can't be antenna performed flawlessly on commercial
heard on other antenna types.
frequencies, which they used in addition to
My interest. in long wires was sharpened in amateur bands for communication in remote
the mid 1070s when I acquired my first solid areas.
state transceiver which required no tune-up.
Another factor which appealer! to me was
It seemed to me that transmitter technology the complete absence of expensive hardware
had left antenna development behind. oxidising in die outdoor. I used a single 40
Wouldn't it be a great improvement to have a foot wrooden most and aluminium electric
single high performance all band antenna fencing wire, which 1 bought in quarter mile
fed widi a single coaxial cable? Think of the rolls from Scars and Montgomery Ward.
convenience! In contests you could switch Trees provided the only other supports.
bands with no time lost. During a QSO you
Feeding a 200 ohm antenna is simple. It
could quickly check to see if another hand merely requires a 4:1 bolun and 50 oimt
was open. You would be free to operate on coaxial cable. However a word of caution is
any amateur HF frequency without limi in order because some commercial baluns arc
tations imposed by antenna bandwidLhs and not perfect. I suffered a 3:1 SWR on 10
high $WR. You could explore every nook and metros for a year before a nearby lightning
cranny of our extensive frequency allocation strike caused the balun to explode like a
and find new friends who rarely leave their hand grenade and liLLer the yard with plastic
"home" frequencies. I felt that long wires fragments. Many of die letters from users of
offered the best chance to achieve that ideal.
identical antennas had reported unity SWR.
After many months of testing performance Thai lightning strike was a great hc’p. A
on the air and experimenting widi numerous new balun cured my SWR problem.
configurations, I came to die following conSpeaking of lightning, 1 took some precau
clusinns:tions by moving the balun from the top of die
1. Vcg antennas were vastly superior to mast to the bottom and installing a 200 ohm
straight long wires or dipoles under skip con open wire line willi u relay which grounded
ditions. This was not owing to azimuth gain, the antenna and disconnected the balun
they excelled in any direction. Ground wave automatically when die transceiver was tur
measurements were not similar to measure ned off. The 12 volts DC for tine relay was
ments taken during skip contacts.
supplied by Hie transceiver power supply.
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This
is
highly
recommen dcd for areas
with f r c *
quent electri
cal storms.
The details
are ah own in
Lhe diagram.
The four
number 10
copper wires
are arranged
in a square
on 2 inch
cen tres a n d
then dia
gonally oppo
site wires
are joined at each end of the line. This type
has much lower loss than coaxial cable
which is a worthwhile bonus. The holts were
removed from the ceramic standoffs and the
wires fed through the holes so that these in
sulabors acted as guides. The shelves holding
Lhe standoffs had one inch holes on the wire
centres to give plenty of clearance. The wires
were captivated above the top insuluLurs
with brass washers silver soldered to the
wire. Now if this sounds like a lot of work,
there is a shortcut, if you can find it. There
was 200 ohm twin leud on the surplus mar
ket a few years ago which would work well
in this application, but l couldn't locate any.
During a recent contact with W5GBL on
30 metres wre decided to QSY Lo 12 metres to
see if the band was open. Bob and I were
somewhat surprised to find conditions fairly
good with Siy7 signals between us. After we
signed I called several CQs and tuned the
band, but no signals could be heard. 1 knew
Lhe band was open and suspected that the
deserted band resulted from luck of antennas
and equipment by many amateurs. There is
a compelling need to increase activity on this
and the other WARC bands, or we may ulti
mately lose them,
The Novice Licence now allows operation
on four I IF1 bands. These newcomers need
advice arid counsel about the antenna pro
blem. The old timer with his back yard bulg
ing with antennas is slow to add more for
inrfs

WARC bands. It appears that we are in the
midst of urgent need for multi-bond anten
nas to gain access to these new bands with
out adding significantly to the hardware
al reads' in our yards.
With the foregoing in mind l have pre
pared the following catalogue of antennas
which l believe go to the heart of the pro
blem. These are all 200 ohm impedance
designs which car. be fitted with 4:1 buluns
and 50 ohm coaxial cable, and most can be
readily fitted into an urban back yard. You
will noliee a few monobunders among the
designs. Tnev occupy more space than a con
ventional dipole, so why use them? The
answer is performance. They provide more
capture area ami a configuration lhaL has
proved superior in extensive over the air
testing.
Another feature of these antennas is the
90 degrees apex angle which suggest a Vee
antenna. A Vee antenna which yields bi
directional gain is fed with the legs IN
phase. These are fed OUT of phase, which
makes them quite different electrically. No
directivity could be measured when these
were used under skip conditions.
The antenna diagrams are birds eye views
of the antenna wires with their lengths iden
tified in feet. The two small circles at die
wire end arc the points where the 4:1 balun
is connected. Pick a band or bands which
your existing antenna system doesn’t cover
and try one of these new designs, l‘11 look for
you on the air...,.
• Monobanders fur Novice (80-4015-10)
Perhaps you already have several Novice
bands covered and wish to add one more, or
you may want to operate on one bond only,
in cither case this design is for you. It
requires three times the wire of a conven
tional dipole and for good reasons. The con
figuration and capture area provide better
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performance and they don't have the nulla of
• Two Band Novice (80 40)
« dipole. Hicy are good performers in all
Unfortunately, there isn't, a wire length of
directions.
reasonable length which will resonate on
both 80 and 40 metres. The solution is the
• Two Band Novice (15-10)
This antenna is tailored fnr the 15 and 10 three leg design providing a different length
metre Novice bands. It is compact and will for each band. The two resonances full
fit into most backyards. Use one band or the almost in the centre of the Novice segments
other, and without any antenna tuning or and this fact, together with the Large area of
switching the SWli remains low, The cost is the array, make it a very efficient performer.
also low. Less than 200 feet of inexpensive It is ironic that resonances also fall in the 15
wire plus coaxial cable and a balun are und 10 metre bands, but the feedpoint is fax*
required- Total cost including insulators and removed from the current loops which will
result in high $WK on these bands.
rope can be as little as $50,
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• Two Band Novice (40-15)
• Four Rami Novice (80-40-15-10)
Here is coverage of 40 and 15 metres for
This antenna gives access to all four novice
little more wire and about the same coat as 11F bands. Moreover, when you upgrade to
die preceding design, it is simple to instal, General it stands ready to serve in other seg
with only two legs. Thm comes about because ments. Not shown is the fact that the 363
206 feet of wire resonates on both bands. feet element resonates at the high end of 80
One antenna does double duty and like all of metres, opening up 3.9 to 4MHz to SSB.
these designs it provides low SWR and excel* Also, the 345 feet length resonates at the tup
lent performance. If you euiuiot fit the wires of the 10 metre band, allowing SSO ope
onto your property with the 90 degree apex ration above 29MHz. This antenna is large
angle Lhen vuu car: make it a straight long- but don't give up easily. If you have friendly
wire, centre fed. The SWR will continue to he neighbours you may be able to run unobtru
low but the antenna becomes directional and sive wires through die trees over their pro
performance suffers on some headings, howe perties. I did tliis for a number of years
ver, it may be your best compromise in the using inexpensive electric fencing wire.
circumstances.
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1990 FOC CALENDER
6th April

WF.ST COAST DINNER
Holiday Inn, Plaza Park. Visalia, CA
(info from N6RA or W6DU)

29lh April

DAYTON BREAKFAST
Top Floor Restaurant, Siouffers,
Hotel, Dayton, Ohio

l si - J 1st May

JUBILEE ACTIVITY PERIOD
all bands details to Ik* announced

4th - 6ih May

NORTH AMERICAN WEEK-END
Rama da Hotel, Tysons Comer, Falls
Church, Virginia
(info from N3JT or K5MA)

1st - 4 th June

CONTINENTAL DINNER
Hotel Bleshisgarten Trier-01 ewig
(info from DJ2BW)

23rd June

HARROGATE
the Imperial Hotel, Prospect Place,
Harrogate
(info from G3IGW or G3PDL)

7th

9th September

ACTIVITY WEEK-END
2100-21 DOz - all hands - with Al.
G3FXB on the key of G4FOC

29

30th September

RSGB HF CONVEN TION
Penguin 1 Iotel, Davenuy
with FOC Hospitality Suite
(info from G3VTT)

5th October

PAM AND CHRIS’S PARTY
tor overseas members at the G4BUF
QTH in West Sussex

6th October

ANNUAL DINNER
Lords Cricket Ground, London
(info from G3VTT)

2nd - 4th November

WARC ACTIVITY WEEK-END
2100-2100/ - 10, IS and 24MHz with
Peter, G3KDB on the key of G4FOC

